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Preface

This book was written to fill a gap. Grounded in research and practical 
experience, it makes the case that Africa cannot fulfill its potential  unless 
its rural girls aged 0–10 are given a better chance.

The case for gender equality is well established: providing equal opportu-
nities, voice, and treatment to  women and girls benefits not only individu-
als, but entire economies. The impact echoes across generations, as healthier 
and better- educated  mothers improve life chances for their  children. 
 Women in leadership positions are not only role models, but they also have 
been shown to influence policy priorities and business practices and to 
make a positive contribution to conflict resolution and governance. Yet 
gender policy has so far largely focused on  women and adolescent girls, 
while interventions focusing on  children are typically not gender specific. 
As a result, pre- adolescent girls have received  little attention.

 Until now.
 These pages make the case that gender discrimination, particularly in 

rural areas, does not start at adolescence: by the time African girls turn 10, 
their minds and bodies have already been  shaped in ways that bear conse-
quences for the rest of their lives, stunting their leadership potential or 
even silencing it entirely. Looking at nutrition,  labor and  house hold chores, 
harmful traditions, as well as education, the author offers recommenda-
tions not only for governments and donors but also for civil society and 
individuals in Africa and elsewhere.
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viii      Preface

Joyce Banda has produced a compelling and accessible narrative, weav-
ing personal stories with research. She brings her unique perspective and a 
wealth of experience to the field of gender policy. Her positions are in-
formed not only by her own experience growing up in the continent but 
also by her tireless activism to support girls and  women, as well as her exten-
sive government experience. A lifelong activist and Malawi’s first female 
president, Joyce Banda is an inspiring role model for girls in Africa and 
beyond.

It has been CGD’s honor to welcome Joyce Banda as a visiting fellow 
and to support her research about young African girls. Her work resulted 
first in an essay— An Agenda for Harmful Cultural Practices and Girls’ 
Empowerment— which then provided the foundation for  these pages. She 
has greatly contributed to CGD’s gender work. It is my hope that this book, 
by shedding light on an area that has so far received  little attention, sparks 
debate, advances gender interventions, and further levels the playing field 
for all African girls and  women.

Masood Ahmed  
President  
Center for Global Development
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1

Introduction

“This child is  going to be a leader.”
This is what a friend of my  father said when I was eight years old. As I 

grew older, my  father never let me forget it. “Remember what  Uncle John 
said,” he kept telling me. “You are destined to be a leader.” I  didn’t know a 
leader of what, but I came to believe that in  every situation, I had an op
portunity to do something, to lead and to make a difference. I was lucky to 
have a  father who believed in his  daughters’ potential.

I also understood at a young age that the vast majority of girls  were not 
so lucky. In my village of Malemia in Malawi’s Zomba district, my best 
friend was Chrissie. Both Chrissie and I  were born in that village. I come 
from a matriarchal tradition, and as the firstborn girl in my  family, I was 
supposed to be brought up by my  mother’s  mother. Yet my  father wanted 
to bring me up and send me to school in town. A compromise was struck: 
I would spend the week in Zomba town with my parents, and  every Friday 
from the time I was seven years old, I took the bus to travel the 15 kilo
meters to Malemia, where I would stay with my grand mother. And  every 
Friday without fail, Chrissie would wait for me by the roadside, and we 
would walk into the village together. Chrissie taught me all about village 
life. We picked wild fruits and wild mushrooms, and we fished for crabs. 
She taught me how to swim in the village river. She also taught me how to 
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2     From Day One

carry heavy loads and work hard at  house hold chores from a very young 
age— a valued quality in village girls, and an essential part of our upbringing.

Chrissie was better than I was at every thing. She was better at carry ing 
heavy loads, and she was better at school. She was at the top of her class. I 
was not. Yet I became a civil servant and a businesswoman. I also became an 
activist for  women, youth, and  children. I became a member of Parliament, 
and then a government minister.  Later, I became vice president and then 
president of Malawi. And Chrissie? Chrissie never left Malemia. She 
had to drop out of school, and I kept  going. She stopped talking to me. She 
married and had a child while still a teenager. To this day she can still 
be found in the village, cooking over a fire. For a long time, her  silent ques
tion cast a very dark shadow over our friendship. “Why? Why you, and 
not me?”

Even as a young girl, I asked myself the same question. Why Chrissie? 
How many are  there like her? And what can I do? I deci ded  there and then 
that this would be my life’s purpose. This would be my fight. So I grew up 
and I took this on as a businesswoman, helping other  women become fi
nancially in de pen dent. I took this on in Parliament and then in govern
ment. I took this on in State House when I became president. I’m still 
taking this on through the Joyce Banda Foundation. And I  will keep at it 
 until the job is done.

Chrissie’s story is a tragedy. A tragedy of unfulfilled potential. A trag
edy for Chrissie herself, but also a tragedy for Malawi and for Africa. In 
fact, it is a global tragedy: over 130 million girls around the world are not 
in school through no fault of their own.1 Girls and  women are one of our 
continent’s most valuable assets. Yet  there are still many Chrissies: bright, 
ambitious village girls full of potential, ready to become the kind of lead
ers that Africa needs so badly and  will not get. All  because that potential is 
not given a chance to thrive.

If we want to change Africa’s narrative, we need  women leaders. A lot 
of  women leaders. Why? First,  women make up half of all Africans, and it 
is common sense that they should be sitting at the  table and participating 
in leadership. Having more  women in leadership roles has been shown to 
have a positive effect on policy decisions,2 as female leaders focus more on 
issues that impact  women, as well as on corruption.3 A recent survey in five 
countries— Kenya, Senegal, India, Colombia, and Indonesia— confirmed 
that over two thirds of  women policymakers thought that gender equality 
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Introduction     3

was getting too  little attention in their country, an opinion shared by only 
one third of their male counter parts.4 The moment Ellen Johnson Sirleaf 
was elected as Liberia’s president in 2005, she supported the creation of a 
market  women’s fund. Throughout my time in office, I worked hard to nar
row the gender gap.

 There is no shortage of evidence that when  women and girls are given 
the same education, health, and economic opportunities, and an equal 
voice in society, the  whole country benefits. This is why achieving gen
der equality and empowering all  women and girls is part of the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals. A growing body of research has 
confirmed that closing the gender gap improves economic growth and 
competitiveness.5 A World Bank report found that eliminating gender 
inequalities in education and access to farming inputs in  Kenya, for in
stance, could boost economic growth by 4.3  percentage points to start 
with, followed by consistent annual increases of 2–3.5 percentage points.6 
Rwanda— one of the fastest growing economies in Africa— has a higher 
proportion of  women in Parliament than any other country in the world: 
64  percent of MPs in Rwanda’s lower  house are  women, well ahead of the 
32   percent in the United Kingdom or 19   percent in the United States.7 
When President Kagame is asked why he has championed gender equality, 
his answer is  simple: “It is logic and common sense.  Women are as tal
ented and as skilled as men. . . .  When you sideline them, you lose some
thing big.”8

Besides fostering economic and social development, I believe  women 
leaders are better able to prevent and resolve conflicts. Most of the conflicts 
on the continent—or anywhere— are not caused by  women. And whenever 
 there is conflict, peace agreements have a better chance to be concluded 
and to last when  women are involved in the negotiations.9 When I was 
president, for instance, I asked the former presidents in Southern Africa to 
mediate the border dispute between Tanzania and Malawi. At the same 
time, I had  lawyers write an opinion about our border that would allow us 
to take the  matter to court, if necessary. I also joked with President Kik
wete of Tanzania that if he was looking for somebody to fight with, it would 
not be me, and we successfully partnered to avoid conflict. This is not weak
ness; this is conflict prevention— and common sense. Ellen Johnson Sirleaf 
demonstrated that she could turn around a country ravaged by civil war. 
Catherine Samba Panza successfully eased the sectarian killings that 
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4     From Day One

devastated the Central African Republic when she was interim president 
from 2014 to 2016.

Africa has a long tradition of female leaders, particularly before coloni
zation, with examples such as Candace de Meroe in the Kingdom of Kush 
(Ethiopia) and Queen  Mother Yaa Asantewaa in what is now Ghana.10 In
de pen dence and liberation movements also owe much to  women such as 
Rose Chibambo, Joice Mujuru, Winnie Mandela, and Albertina Sisulu. 
Some regions in countries such as Malawi and Ghana maintain matrilin
eal or matriarchal traditions like my own. Over the past 20 years,  there has 
been pro gress in po liti cal repre sen ta tion:  women accounted for 23  percent 
of MPs in sub Saharan Africa in 2017, compared to 10  percent in 1997. 
This places the region at the global average.11 Yet  these numbers still fall 
short. Only four countries in sub Saharan Africa have had  women heads 
of state in recent history: Liberia, Malawi, the Central African Republic, 
and Mauritius. And even in Rwanda,  women’s stellar repre sen ta tion in 
politics has not yet translated into more equality at home12 or significant 
practical gains for the majority of  women in the country, particularly in 
rural areas.13

Most of the many African girls who are born leaders face too many ob
stacles to realize their potential as change makers.  Those who live in villages 
are often locked in a vicious cycle of poverty, abuse, and harmful traditions. 
In sub Saharan Africa, 60  percent of girls live in rural areas; in some coun
tries, including my own, but also Burundi, Uganda, and Niger, the proportion 
is over 80  percent. If we are  going to achieve the Sustainable Development 
Goals, we cannot leave them  behind.

Programs seeking to empower  women in sub Saharan Africa— from 
microcredit, entrepreneurship, and education to gender specific cash trans
fers and social assistance— have multiplied. Many of  these interventions 
now target girls. Let Girls Learn, the multi agency initiative launched by 
President Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama in March 2015, focuses 
on adolescent girls. So did a similar initiative fostered by the Bush admin
istration. In 2016, the World Bank pledged that it would invest $2.5 billion 
over five years in education proj ects that directly benefit girls aged 12–17.14 
UNICEF, the UN agency supporting  children, has included adolescent 
girls in its gender strategy. Initiatives such as the Co ali tion for Adolescent 
Girls, launched in 2005, seek to address a “girl gap,” pointing out that de
velopmental assistance has focused on  either  women or young  children.15 
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Introduction     5

Interventions focused on  women and adolescent girls are critical to closing 
the gender gap and fostering female leaders.  These efforts are essential to 
the  future of Africa.

Yet a critical piece is missing: interventions supporting rural girls from 
0 to 10 years old. Gender interventions tend to focus on  women and ado
lescent girls, while programs targeting young  children are typically not 
gender specific. This leaves out girls aged 0–10. Unfortunately, discrimina
tion and social norms that penalize girls and  women do not start at adoles
cence. By the time many rural girls are 10, it is often too late to undo the 
damage that has already been done. As an African  woman leader who has 
grown up on African soil, I have seen firsthand how young rural girls face 
obstacles in areas that are critical in shaping their  future as they grow into 
adolescents and  women.

What are  these critical areas? We need to take a good look at nutrition, 
 house hold work, sexual vio lence, harmful traditions, and education. Some 
disadvantage young girls more clearly than  others, but they all deserve to 
be examined closely. Nutrition affects the ability to learn and is also crucial 
to fighting off diseases. Young rural girls work much harder than boys at 
 house hold chores and caregiving, which not only leaves  little time for edu
cation or play but also has lasting consequences on their physical develop
ment. Unfortunately, many village girls between 0 and 10 years old suffer 
sexual vio lence and the impact of harmful traditions. Child marriage and 
female genital mutilation have rightfully been receiving attention, but  there 
are many other practices with similarly devastating effects that remain un
spoken and ignored. And although much pro gress has been made in closing 
the gender gap in primary education, enrollment data fail to tell the  whole 
story. In addition, many of the seeds of the in equality that persists at 
the secondary level are planted well before girls reach high school.

None of  these critical areas can or should be tackled in isolation. Change 
requires more data and evidence, new laws, and the willingness and ability 
to enforce them, as well as a shift in mentalities and traditions. Change is 
also a spiraling loop and relies on more girls and  women gaining equal ed
ucation and economic opportunities, and access to leadership and voice— 
which is why the efforts deployed to support adolescent girls and  women 
are essential. But if we all come together— men and  women, governments 
and civil society, Africans and non Africans— these obstacles are not 
insurmountable.
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6     From Day One

Although  women and girls face an uneven playing field at all ages, the 
challenges they confront in the first 10 years of their lives are not as well 
understood or perhaps even as vis i ble. But they are nonetheless devastat
ing and must be tackled as well, for much of the  future of young girls is 
 shaped during  these critical years.

So let us all do our part.  Because  every girl deserves a chance from the 
time she is born.
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9

 1

Nutrition

In most villages in Malawi,  there is a place called the mphala. This is where 
men gather in the shade to sit and discuss issues of the village, listen to the 
radio— often the only radio set in the village—or play games. This is also 
where they eat. From the time they are five or six years old, boys go sit at 
the mphala and eat with the men. Girls, on the other hand, do not go and 
sit  there. Instead, they stay with their  mothers, who fetch wood and  water 
and prepare meals. It is the village wife’s duty to cook the best pos si ble dish 
for her husband and sons and to bring it to them at the mphala. It is a 
 matter of pride. It is a  matter of tradition.  Women compete: who  will bring 
the bigger dish, who  will bring the best food? If  there are eggs or some 
chicken, the men and boys eat them.  Women and girls get to eat what ever 
food has not been served at the mphala.

So what happens? Whenever  there is not enough food for every body, or 
not enough meat or vegetables, the boy child has first pick. And the girl? 
The girl child eats less protein—if any at all— and less food. The girl does 
not get to hear the discussions about her own community or listen to the 
radio. Instead, she burns precious calories fetching  water or carry ing fire
wood. And her  mother,  after spending the morning tending the garden, 
pounding the maize, and cooking food, goes to the field again: in some 
traditions, she has to cut grass to thatch the  family roof so it does not leak 
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10     From Day One

during the rainy season. She takes her  daughter with her, so the young girl 
learns as young as pos si ble how to do all this work.

So it is in most African villages: men eat first, best, and most.  Women 
and girls eat last and least.1 Even in my own matriarchal tradition, where 
 women own the land and  houses, the situation is not much diff er ent when 
it comes to meals. That mind set is rooted so deep that it can sometimes be 
found in urban areas as well. When I was already foreign minister and lived 
in town, my husband and I  were having breakfast at home one morning. 
He was served one egg, but  there was no egg for me.

“Where is my egg?” I asked our domestic helper.
“We have only two eggs left in the  house, and I  won’t do the shopping 

 until tomorrow after noon,” he said. “I’m keeping the other egg for the 
boss’s breakfast tomorrow morning.”

“How did you decide who should have the one egg?!” I asked.
No  matter how I said it, the idea that food could be evenly shared, or 

that I might eat that egg instead of my husband, made no sense at all to him. 
He, as well as  others who worked in our  house over the years and made 
the same decision, could not understand what the fuss was all about. Men 
are supposed to eat first, best, and most. And that was that.

This food discrimination, which is so prevalent in rural areas, results 
in chronic undernutrition and ill health for village  women and girls.2 
Though this unequal treatment continues as girls age, eating the right kind 
of food and in the right amount is particularly crucial early in life, for it 
carries lifelong benefits. Babies and young  children deprived of essential 
nutrients such as vitamin A and zinc die more easily, their immune systems 
unable to fight diseases properly: undernutrition is thought to be responsible 
for 45  percent of all child deaths in the world  every year.3  Those who sur
vive remain too short for their age— stunted—or too thin for their height, 
known as wasting. Poor nutrition does not affect size alone, however. 
When young  children are undernourished or malnourished, their brains 
do not develop as well, which impedes learning as they grow older. And 
older  children who still go hungry strug gle to focus in the classroom.

African  children are the most malnourished and undernourished in the 
world. About 57 million  children south of the Sahara are stunted— more than 
a third of the world’s total— and 13 million suffer from wasting.4  There has 
been significant pro gress: stunting now affects 34  percent of sub Saharan 
African  children, down from 49  percent in 1990.5 At the same time,  because 
population increased faster, the number of African  children too short for 
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Nutrition     11

their age increased by 11.6 million. Besides the  human tragedy, under
nutrition costs sub Saharan Africa up to 11  percent of GDP each year.6

In spite of all  these numbers, the nutritional plight of rural girls from 
0 to 10 in sub Saharan Africa is not well mea sured, particularly  after 
5 years old. The traditions and customs I described earlier are easy to 
 observe and well documented, but very  little data and evidence are avail
able beyond country averages and aggregated figures for all  children.7 The 
few numbers disaggregating boys and girls are not only outdated and 
patchy, at least in sub Saharan Africa, but also do not extend to the age when 
boys and girls start eating separately. For  children  under five years old, the 
few disaggregated numbers available suggest no significant gender differ
ence when looking at breastfeeding as well as stunting and wasting. On 
average, 22  percent of girls are underweight compared to 23  percent of boys.8 
Sometimes, however, comparable stunting between boys and girls is not 
the result of equivalent nutrition, but rather of the fact that more girls die of 
malnutrition than boys.9,10

In addition, national and regional averages mask differences at the sub
national level.  There is some evidence that village  children in sub Saharan 
Africa eat less than  those living in towns: 24  percent are underweight, com
pared to 17  percent in urban areas.11 That gap widens dramatically in coun
tries such as Burundi, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Somalia, Burkina Faso, and Niger, 
where over 40   percent of rural  children are underweight, compared to 
fewer than 30  percent in urban areas.12

As for the situation of rural girls older than five, no nutrition data what
soever appear to be available, at least  until they reach adolescence and 
childbearing age. Yet five or six is the age when rural boys typically start 
eating with the men, and discrimination becomes vis i ble. Mea sures focus 
on  children  under five years old  because this is when the impact of malnu
trition is the most devastating and long lasting. Interventions to improve 
nutrition have focused on the 1,000 days that span a  mother’s pregnancy 
and her child’s second birthday,  because this is the time win dow during 
which much of one’s  future physical and cognitive development is deci ded. 
Once that 1,000 day win dow has closed, the effects of malnutrition become 
largely irreversible. Yet malnutrition still carries a heavy price when suf
fered  after five years old, the age when rural girls are most likely to start 
eating differently from boys.

So although food discrimination affects rural girls older than five— 
when boys start eating with men— evidence is scant. The impact, however, 
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12     From Day One

piles up on rural girls and spills over into the next generation. Girls who 
are born small and do not catch up, perhaps  because their own  mothers are 
themselves malnourished, develop smaller uteruses and ovaries, which in 
turn results in lower birth weights for their offspring.13

Malnourished girls are less likely to go to school, and if they do, they 
tend to start school late and are more likely to drop out.14 This puts at risk 
 these girls’ own  future, but also the prospects of their  future  children: 
malnutrition and child mortality decline as  mothers’ education rises. In 
Mozambique, for instance,  mothers who have received  little or no schooling 
are far more likely to have malnourished  children and to use clinics and 
other health ser vices less.15

Why do young rural girls suffer from malnutrition? This is in part due to 
poverty, which limits families’ ability to grow or buy food. Indeed, the 
proportion of underweight  children in the poorest families is almost twice 
as high as in the richest  house holds.16 Yet income is not the only determinant: 
in Malawi, for instance, 53  percent of  children  under five are stunted— 
higher than in many African countries with comparable levels of income 
per capita.17 Infectious diseases, poor sanitation and hygiene, as well as 
food and financial crises, conflicts, and natu ral disasters, all contribute to 
malnutrition in the region.18

Traditional customs and lack of education also contribute to malnutri
tion generally, and to food discrimination against  women and girls in 
par tic u lar. Besides eating less than their husbands and sons, traditions 
also demand that  women and girls refrain from eating certain foods when 
expecting babies. In parts of Malawi, for instance, pregnant  women are not 
supposed to eat eggs, and they are not supposed to eat okra. Eggs are a good 
source of protein, and often the easiest to procure in villages.  These tradi
tions can further deprive  women and girls of the iron, folic acid, and protein 
they badly need before and during their pregnancy, which undermines their 
 future  children’s health: undernourished  mothers are at risk of carry ing 
smaller babies, which in turn increases the risk of death at birth and stunt
ing by age two.19

Poor nutrition knowledge is also at fault. A lack of food variety also 
compromises nutrition. In most of rural Africa, one single staple food 
dominates— whether it is maize, rice, or fufu made of cassava. Parts of 
Malawi, for instance, survive almost exclusively on cassava— the root, but 
also the leaves.  People in  those regions eat very  little  else, and many are 
stunted as a result.
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Nutrition     13

Better knowledge and a more equitable sharing of food, however,  will 
not improve nutrition  unless food production also improves, so that  there 
is enough to eat. In agriculture, as in other areas, a per sis tent gender gap 
contributes to the prob lem. In sub Saharan Africa, the responsibility of 
growing and preparing food falls largely on  women and girls, while men 
tend to focus more often on cash crops. On average,  women account for 
about half of all  people actively farming, or as high as two thirds in coun
tries such as Mozambique or Lesotho.20 Yet  women farmers in sub Saharan 
Africa produce less than their male counter parts— ranging between 
13  percent less in Uganda and 25  percent in Malawi— reflecting a lower 
productivity per hectare.21

Why?  Because African  women are less likely than men to own land or 
livestock; to have access to  labor, credit, seeds, and fertilizer; to adopt new 
technology; or to receive education and extension ser vices. In sub Saharan 
Africa, only 15  percent of agricultural holders are  women, but this average 
masks wide variations. In some parts of Africa, customary law dictates that 
 women must obtain their husband’s authorization to acquire land titles.22 
In the Demo cratic Republic of Congo, for instance,  women make up almost 
half of  those eco nom ically active in agriculture, yet less than 9  percent of 
holders of farmland are  women. In Mali, 38  percent of farmers are  women, 
but they account for only 3  percent of landowners.23 And although over 30 
 percent of landowners are  women in countries such as Botswana, Lesotho, 
and Malawi, this proportion still falls far shorter of their share in the farm
ing population, which is well above half. Besides the owner ship gap, African 
 women are also less likely to have access to rented land. In addition, the plots 
they farm are often smaller. In equality in livestock holdings appears to be 
particularly acute in Ghana and Nigeria, where men own three times more 
livestock than  women who head their  house holds. Even in my own matri
archal tradition, in which  women own land, access to land is a prob lem, as 
plots get divided among many  daughters and become ever smaller.

 Women also face greater  labor constraints,  whether they work their 
plots themselves or hire extra help.  Because of their other domestic respon
sibilities, such as child rearing or collecting firewood and  water,  women 
typically have less time to farm than men. Poor nutrition, education, and 
health also weigh on their productivity. In addition,  house holds headed by 
 women typically have fewer  family members able to  either work on their 
plots or help at home. They also face obstacles hiring and managing out
side help effectively, in part due to cultural norms.24
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As a result of having less land, time, and poorer access to inputs,  labor, 
and ser vices,  women produce less.25 The FAO estimates that, if  these gen
der gaps  were corrected,  women could increase yields on their farms by 
20–30  percent, which would boost total agricultural output in developing 
countries by 2.5–4  percent. This additional food production could reduce 
the number of hungry  people in the world by 12–17  percent—or 100–150 
million  people. For countries where hunger is more widespread and  women 
play a major role in the agriculture sector, as in sub Saharan Africa, the 
results would be even greater.26 If  women farmers had the same access to 
fertilizers and other inputs, maize yields would increase by 11 to 16  percent 
in Malawi and by 17  percent in Ghana, for instance.27 In Burkina Faso, 
reallocating fertilizer and  labor more equally between men and  women 
would raise  house hold agricultural production by about 6  percent.28

Besides affecting food production, the persisting gender gap also weighs 
on the nutrition of young rural girls in other ways.  Women who have more 
influence over economic decisions in their own families consistently spend 
a larger share of income on  children’s nutrition, food, education, and health. 
In other words,  children eat better, and as a result are healthier and do bet
ter in school when  women have more bargaining power. In rural Malawi, 
the nutrition of young  children, particularly girls, improved when  women 
had better control over their  family resources; the same did not happen 
when men did.29

So, as the UN Food and Agriculture Organ ization puts it, “the face of 
malnutrition is female.”30 For the rural girl child in Africa, it often starts 
in her  mother’s womb, and if she survives, food discrimination is likely to 
get worse for her by the time she is five or six years old, with consequences 
that  will echo past her own life and into the next generation.

Yet this is only one of the challenges she  faces before she even turns 
10 years old.
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The Burden of Work

In 1995, I needed to undergo surgery. I agreed with my surgeon in Malawi, 
Dr. Chiphangwi, that he would perform an epidural, which required an 
injection in the spinal cord, rather than a general anesthesia. Yet when the 
time for the surgery came, I felt myself losing consciousness. When the 
doctor came for his round the next day, I was unhappy.

“That was not our agreement,” I told him. “You said that you  were not 
 going to put me to sleep, but you did.”

“You  don’t know?” he replied. “I  couldn’t give you an epidural. Your 
lower spine is bent. Did you carry heavy loads as a young girl?”

Years  later, I consulted another doctor about severe hip pain. It turns 
out the pain was not coming from my hip, but from my lower spine: the 
doctor confirmed what Dr. Chiphangwi had told me. My spine was badly 
deformed. Years of carry ing heavy loads as a young girl, starting when 
I was only five years old, had injured my back. In my grand mother’s vil
lage, it was my friend Chrissie who had taught me to carry  water, firewood, 
or heavy baskets of maize meal on my head. Even in Zomba,  there was no 
 running  water in my parents’ home, and cooking required firewood. I used 
to wake up at three or four  o’clock in the morning to go to Zomba moun
tain with my friends and collect firewood.
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When my  mother started working as a shop keeper to supplement my 
 father’s income, I had to look  after my three, and then four younger sib
lings. At age seven, I was already a  little  mother, carry ing babies on my 
back and feeding them, while taking care of chores at home. Then, when I 
was 11, my  mother had to stay in the hospital for almost a year, and I was in 
charge of  running our home. I never played;  there was no time. I was not 
given a chance to be a child. As the eldest, I was known as “ sister.” No one 
called me by my first name. Even  today, being addressed as Joyce feels 
strange and foreign to me.

This is the story of millions of African girls, particularly in rural areas. 
When I see young girls no older than five carry ing heavy loads on their 
heads with a baby strapped to their backs, I see myself. In most African 
markets or on roadsides, six  or seven year old girls can be found on school 
days selling bananas or mangoes that they have carried on their heads or 
on their backs. I won der how many  will live the rest of their lives with an 
injured spine that can never be repaired. This is a question that, for lack of 
data, I am so far not able to answer.

In rural Africa, hard work and no play are part of a young girl’s training, 
along with being obedient and quiet. It reflects well on her  family.  People 
used to praise my  mother for bringing up such a hardworking child. “She’s 
young, but she’s very mature,” they would say. “She behaves like a grown
up.”  There is now a word that describes the real ity of young African girls 
who are robbed of their childhood: “adultification.” I was  going to be a good 
 woman and a good wife,  because I was hardworking and could carry heavy 
loads.

Girls aged five to nine around the world spend an average of almost four 
hours a week on  house hold chores—30  percent more time than boys the 
same age. My  brother used to read books and study while I was taking care 
of chores. In some regions, girls spend much more time on  house work: in 
Somalia, Ethiopia, and Rwanda, more than half of girls aged 5–14 spend at 
least 14 hours a week, or over two hours a day, helping around the  house.1 
Although  children aged 5–11 are considered laborers if they spend one 
hour a week on paid work,  house hold chores are not considered child  labor. 
This means that a five year old girl could spend almost four hours a day 
collecting  water and firewood, cleaning, preparing meals, or looking  after 
siblings or sick adults and still not be recognized as a child laborer— and 
therefore not be granted the same protection as a five year old who engages 
in economic activities for one hour a week.2
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For many African girls, however,  house hold chores are not the only 
workload. When I became minister for gender, child welfare, and com
munity ser vices in 2004, the American ambassador called me. “If Malawi 
keeps trafficking  children like this, we  will withdraw financial assistance,” 
he said. This is how I found out that Malawi was on the United States tier 2 
watch list for  human trafficking.

How could this be? I was stunned. Surely he was mistaken. “No. That’s 
not pos si ble. Not in Malawi.  We’re not selling our  children.  We’re not send
ing our  children abroad,” I told him. “ There is no trafficking in Malawi.”

“Yes,  there is,” he insisted. “Child  labor is trafficking. Child prostitution 
is trafficking.”

Then I woke up. If child  labor was considered trafficking, then it was 
happening a lot in Malawi. A comprehensive child  labor survey carried out 
in 2002 revealed that 37  percent of  children aged 5–15  were involved in 
child  labor.3 Over half of  these laboring  children worked in agriculture, 
including tobacco or tea estates. Although Malawi had ratified vari ous in
ternational treaties  toward the protection and rights of  children,  there  were 
gaps in our domestic laws, as well as in our ability to enforce them.

Over one in five African  children—72 million of them— are considered 
laborers, meaning they are engaged work that is dangerous or harmful and 
that interferes with their schooling. This is more than in any other region, 
in both relative and absolute terms. In spite of efforts to combat it, sub 
Saharan Africa has recorded an increase in child  labor since 2012, unlike 
any other major region. Agriculture— mainly subsistence or commercial 
farming as well as herding— accounts for 85  percent of child  labor in Africa.4 
Most of  these  children are not employed outside their homes: they work on 
their parents’ farm or fishing enterprise— and are unpaid.5

Work often starts at an early age: in rural Malawi, over 60  percent of 
girls in child  labor start working before age nine.6  Children aged 5–11 ac
count for 48  percent of all child laborers in the world, and close to half of 
them are girls.7 Together with subsistence or commercial farming, domestic 
work in homes other than their own— a type of child  labor that often goes 
unreported8—is the most common occupation for African girls. This is 
unfortunately not unusual: two thirds of child domestic workers in the 
world are girls9 who are younger than 12.10

So girls are more likely than boys to shoulder a double burden: both 
working and performing  house hold chores.11 When taking into account 
 house hold chores and child  labor, the girl child in sub Saharan Africa 
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shoulders a much heavier workload than does the boy. The workload is 
heaviest for rural girls: in Guinea,  those aged 6–14 have been found to 
spend an average of 23 hours a week working— over three hours a day— 
compared to seven hours for girls the same age in urban areas.12 Most of 
that time is spent on domestic chores and on  family farming.13

Why do so many village girls in Africa work so much? Part of it is in
frastructure. If  there is no electricity, no gas, and no  running  water, some
one has to go draw  water and collect firewood. In rural Malawi, only 
2  percent of  children have piped  water in their homes, and 6  percent have 
electricity, compared to 34  percent and 36  percent in cities.14 The village 
 woman already works many hours a day growing food, cooking meals, or 
washing, and she needs help looking  after her five, six, or more  children. 
So she teaches her  daughter to do such work from a young age, not only 
 because she needs help, but also  because her  daughter  will most likely 
marry young and must know how to work. This is how girls in rural Africa 
are conditioned from a very young age. In sub Saharan Africa, a round trip 
to collect  water takes an average of 33 minutes in rural areas and 25 minutes 
in towns.15 Basic infrastructure would save hours of daily work for African 
 women and girls.

So would smaller families. But when I ask a village  woman  whether she 
thinks eight  children might be enough, her response is always the same. 
“You have  houses and cars,” she says. “I have  children.” First, she thinks 
she must have eight,  because she might lose four. And, mired in dire pov
erty, she also sees  children as wealth. They are extra pairs of hands to 
work. They are also old age insurance. They work in the fields and help 
grow more food, or they do piecework and bring some money home. And 
if she’s lucky, perhaps one of them  will end up becoming a teacher or a 
nurse.

Yet it is also mind set and tradition. While girls are groomed from a 
young age to be hardworking and to break their backs carry ing heavy pails 
of  water and babies, boys often  don’t have to do the same amount of work. 
In many African villages, the boy goes and sits  under the tree with the men 
to eat, listen to the radio, or discuss what is happening in the village. In most 
African traditions, he is entitled to order grown  women around. He is 
brought up to believe that,  because he is male, he is allowed to behave that 
way. I remember a 14 year old boy in my husband’s village who marched up 
to a group of married  women peeling cassava. “Come and cook for me,” 
he ordered one  woman. “It’s time for my lunch.”
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In most of Africa,  women do not enjoy the same power as in my matri
lineal tradition. They do not own assets, and they are expected to do most 
of the work. Before I married my second husband, his  sister interviewed 
me. I  will never forget the very first question she asked:

“ Will you be able to work for him and for us?  Will you manage?”
In her patrilineal tradition, I was expected to work and cook for every one. 

I was a professional  woman by then, and I suggested employing someone.
“No, no, no. It’s not the same,” I was told.
“What is not the same?” I asked. Surely it did not  matter who peeled and 

cooked the cassava.
“It’s not the same when other  people are cooking, and not you. It’s not 

the same.”
 Every chance I get, I stand up to such a mind set, upset by the injustice 

that  women and girls face. My favorite song is one that  people started sing
ing when I became minister: “ Don’t abuse your wife, Joyce Banda is angry.” 
When I was already in government, I drove to a village one day, and I saw 
a  woman and her husband walking by the side of the road, on their way to 
visit another village. The  woman was balancing a basket of flour on her 
head, and she was carry ing a chicken. And the man? The man, who was 
wearing a suit, had taken off his shoes— they  were hurting his feet as he 
walked— and had handed them over to his poor wife. He was just walking.

I stopped the car. “What are you  doing to your wife?” I asked him. “Pick 
up your own shoes!”

“Mind your own business!” he said, visibly angry.
“I’ll take a photo graph of you, and I’ll expose you on TV,” I said. “I’ll 

tell about you on the radio!”
He was having none of it. “Who are you to tell me how I should treat 

my wife?”
Another man who cycled past heard our argument. “You  don’t know 

her?” he laughed. “She’s Joyce Banda!”
The barefoot man, still grumbling, snatched his shoes from his wife’s 

hands and put them back on. The saddest  thing was that this poor  woman, 
who was carry ing a heavy basket, a chicken, and her husband’s shoes while 
he strolled empty handed,  didn’t think  there was anything wrong. In her 
mind, if her husband’s shoes  were hurting him, then she had to carry them, 
along with every thing  else.

This is how the African girl child is conditioned from a young age, and 
by the time she reaches adolescence, that view of her own worth and of her 
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role in the world is already deeply ingrained. Consequences are both mani
fold and long lasting for her and for her community. Of course, helping 
around the home is part of  family life, and  there is nothing wrong with 
that. Yet when this burden becomes excessive and unfairly distributed, it 
places the girl child at a serious disadvantage. A third of  children aged 5–14 
considered as laborers do not attend school.16 Even when they do, their 
work load gets in the way of studying. Initial research suggests that having 
to perform  house hold chores for 21 hours a week or more undermines 
 children’s ability to attend and benefit from schooling, and girls account 
for two thirds of the 54 million  children aged 5–14 who do that much 
 house work around the world. While girls  under 14 years of age spend on 
average 34  percent more time working than do boys, the gap widens to 
53   percent when comparing  children attending school.17 This confirms 
that girls are at a greater disadvantage compared to boys even when they 
are enrolled in school: they are often tired from their chores and caretaker 
roles at home, which also leave them with far less time to study.

 Because  house hold chores fall predominantly on girls, this also means 
their work burden is not properly recognized and accounted for in exist
ing data and efforts to eradicate child  labor. This reinforces a bias that al
ready undervalues girls’ and  women’s contribution around the  house, as it 
is unpaid work. By the time girls turn 10 years old, many are already con
ditioned to think that this is the role they are meant to fulfill, undermining 
their self worth and confidence. They have also been robbed of much needed 
time to play and socialize with other  children.

As I have experienced myself, working from a young age often leads to 
injuries. I am the eldest and also the shortest in my  family; my youn gest 
 sister, who  didn’t have to carry a baby on her back or firewood and  water 
on her head, and also benefited from better nutrition than myself, is the 
tallest. I  don’t believe this is accidental. Young girls often get injured while 
collecting  water and firewood, and also risk sexual vio lence while walking 
back and forth.18 A number of surveys in other regions have confirmed 
that  children working as domestic workers are exposed to significant haz
ards, ranging from overwork, physical abuse, and sexual exploitation to 
burns, cuts, exposure to toxic chemicals, and skeletomuscular injuries from 
carry ing heavy loads.19 Farming, the other main workload for African 
girls, is more hazardous for  children than any other form of child  labor.20 
 Children involved in tobacco production, for instance, have been found to 
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endure physical abuse, health hazards, long hours for  little pay, and sexual 
abuse, particularly girls.21

I am luckier than most: my spine has suffered, but my education and 
my spirit have not. I have always believed that girls and  women make  great 
leaders. I do believe it  because I come from a matrilineal tradition, in which 
 women own assets and have power, and my grand mother was a strong 
 woman and role model. And I believe it  because my  father himself felt that 
his  daughters  were destined to do  great  things and refused to let tradition 
stand in our way.
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Sexual Vio lence and Harmful Traditions

When I was minister for gender, child welfare, and community ser vices, 
my principal secretary came into my office and announced that  there was 
a nine year old girl waiting to see me. I sat the girl down in my office, and 
she told me her story. She explained that about a year earlier, her  mother 
had traveled to their village in the south, five hours away from Lilongwe, 
where the  family lived, to seek traditional treatment from a witch doctor 
for her epileptic child. She was gone for a year. While her  mother was away, 
her  father walked into her room one night.

“Oh,  don’t worry,” he said. “I’m looking for money.”
The girl got up to get dressed and help him look for money.
“No, no,” her  father then said, “You  don’t understand. The money is you. 

I went to a witch doctor  today, and the witch doctor told me that my bar
ber shop  shall prosper—if I sleep with my girl child.”

The young girl started crying for her  mother.
“ There is no need,” her  father told her. “I have arranged this with your 

 mother. That’s why she is away.”
The abuse continued throughout the  mother’s absence, and still the 

 father’s business did not prosper. One day, he tricked her into coming to 
his barber shop and raped her  there,  because the witch doctor told him he 
had to defile her in his place of business. Her  father warned her not to tell 
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anybody, or her  mother would die. So she suffered in silence. She did not 
go to the hospital, even though she had suffered serious injuries by then. 
This eight year old was convinced that nobody cared.

Then her  mother came back. “Why did you allow this to happen to me?” 
the girl asked her.

Her  mother had no idea. When she confronted her husband, he beat her 
up. She went to her church to seek help from her pastor.

The pastor advised her to stay quiet. This happened in a lot of families, 
he told her, and she would not gain anything by exposing her husband. She 
 didn’t know where  else to go or what  else to do. Her husband was so angry 
that she had reported him to the church that he refused to pay tuition for 
their  daughter. That’s when the girl came to my office: she had heard that the 
Joyce Banda Foundation was sending girls to school, and she wanted to 
know  whether I could help.

I asked her  mother  whether she could tell her story on TV. “I have noth
ing to lose,” she said. “I’ve lost my child; she  will never be the same. I  can’t 
beat my husband up. I  can’t punish him any other way. The best I can do is 
tell every body.” The husband was arrested the next day on charges of de
filement.

Across sub Saharan Africa, as everywhere in the world, millions of 
 children are suffering from gender based vio lence. Yet girls disproportion
ately bear the brunt of it. The impact on their physical and  mental health is 
devastating and long lasting. The nine year old who came to my office suf
fered from significant physical injuries, and some of the damage was irre
versible. Besides potentially fatal gynecological complications and internal 
injuries, young girls are exposed to sexually transmitted diseases, including 
HIV/AIDS, and, for pubescent girls, unwanted pregnancies. The invisible 
damage is just as severe. The trauma, helplessness, and, when the vio lence 
is perpetrated by a  family member, the sense of betrayal leave lifelong 
scars. Anxiety, low self esteem, and depression are among the many debili
tating consequences.1

Vio lence against young girls is a significant obstacle to their education. 
According to UNICEF, severe abuse often weighs not only on  children’s 
development, but also on their ability to learn and their per for mance 
at school.2 Attending school itself often exposes young girls to harass
ment, insecurity, and vio lence. According to a study by Plan International, 
at least one third of all child rapes in South Africa in a given time period 
 were committed by school staff.3
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The full extent of this scourge is difficult to quantify and document. 
Most of it is hidden, and available evidence is fragmented and anecdotal. 
Victims are too young or too vulnerable to report it, and often do not know 
where to turn. The brave nine year old girl who walked into my office is a 
rare exception. Interviewing  children, particularly about such sensitive 
topics, is fraught with  legal and practical challenges. In cases of traditional 
practices, parents and relatives endorse the abuse, which they consider a 
rite of passage. Definitions of what constitutes sexual vio lence also vary, 
making evidence gathering and comparisons challenging.

Yet available evidence suggests that sexual vio lence against  children, 
which affects girls more than boys, is alarmingly high.4 National surveys 
conducted in  Kenya, Tanzania, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe suggest that one in 
three girls experience sexual abuse during their childhood.5 Incest, traffick
ing, and the sexual exploitation of child domestic workers is rife. Girls, par
ticularly in rural areas, are married off before they reach adulthood—or even 
adolescence: 12  percent of sub Saharan African  women aged 20–24  were 
married or in  unions before age 15. In Chad, Niger, and the Central African 
Republic, child marriage is reported to be as high as 72–78  percent,6 with 
28–29  percent of girls married before they turn 15.7

Although most girls having suffered sexual vio lence report that first 
instances occurred when they  were 15–19  years old, a substantial share 
experience vio lence at a younger age.8 So while the risk worsens as girls age, 
it is very much pres ent before they turn 10. When I inaugurated a shelter 
for abused  women, I found a young  woman whose husband had been de
filing their 18 month old  daughter for a year— until a neighbor, worried 
about the constant crying, broke in and found the husband in the act. He 
took away the young  woman and her baby, who died of AIDS a few months 
 later. Sexual vio lence against girls is frequently perpetrated in homes, 
schools, and immediate environments, and is exacerbated in situations of 
conflict and displacement.9

In addition, harmful cultural practices normalize and even encourage 
vio lence against young girls, who are most vulnerable to such vio lence at 
ages 0–10. Cultural rights are strongly protected in our constitutions, es
pecially given the legacy of colonization, and safeguard our identities as 
Africans. Yet some of  these cultural practices hold the continent back by 
holding girls down. Attention has focused on female genital mutilation, 
which, although retreating, is still perpetrated on millions of African 
girls— mainly in rural areas and among the poorest10— typically younger 
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than five.11 Yet Africa is a vast and diverse continent, and many other 
harmful practices, which are often very localized within a country or even 
within a district, have not received as much attention  because they are not 
well known or documented. In Cameroon, for instance, breast ironing is 
intended to delay sexual activity, and in Ghana, the trokosi tradition re
quires that young girls typically aged 6–10 be enslaved in local shrines to 
atone for their families’ perceived sins.

Malawi is home to a number of harmful traditions. When I was minis
ter of gender, child welfare, and community ser vices in 2006, I visited 
Nsondole in Malawi’s Zomba District for The Hunger Proj ect– Malawi’s 
HIV/AIDS community day. Fourteen young girls and boys had formed a 
club to speak up against sexual practices in their village. In my interaction 
with them, I met with two  sisters— one nine years old and the other just 
four. The older  sister was telling me about the sores on her skin. The year 
before, their aunt, who had cared for the girls ever since their parents 
passed away, had hired a local man— known as a “hyena”—to “cleanse” her 
under a custom known as kuchotsa fumbi. As a feature of initiation cere
monies in parts of southern Malawi, an older man is hired to have sex with 
a girl at the cusp of puberty, usually between 8 and 12 years old, to cleanse 
her of childhood and prevent infertility. In this child’s situation, she was 
told the cleansing would guarantee her beautiful skin. Now, with her sores, 
she did not understand why her skin was no longer smooth like that of her 
younger  sister, who had yet to be cleansed. Not only had this child been 
raped, but she had also likely been infected with an STD. According to Ac
tion Aid and the U.S. Department of State, in parts of northern Malawi, 
young girls as young as five are forced into sexual relationships with older 
men in exchange for a loan or livestock, a practice known as kupimbira.12

African  women leaders and international partners have worked hard to 
bring vari ous forms of harmful traditional practices to light, and many of 
the gains we have made so far in fighting practices like female genital mu
tilation and child marriage have been precisely due to their visibility.

Besides harmful traditional practices, attitudes  toward  women and tra
ditional gender roles contribute to sexual vio lence.  These attitudes become 
ingrained at a young age, with consequences that  will last throughout girls’ 
lives. When girls are socialized from the day they are born to be obedient, 
subservient, and to please men, much damage has been done by the time 
they reach adolescence. The way they view themselves, their own worth, 
and their rights has been  shaped. This is why many adolescent girls who 
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have suffered from vio lence do not report it or seek help to end it,  because 
they do not view it as a prob lem; in fact, a majority of African adolescent 
girls— often a higher proportion than boys the same age— believe that a 
husband or partner is sometimes justified in hitting or beating his wife.13 
 Unless they are taught other wise from a young age and have access to pro
tection or recourse against their abusers, girls grow up accepting that vio
lence is to be expected throughout their lives. Indeed, over 45  percent of 
African  women can expect to be beaten, choked, burned, raped, or abused 
in some other way during their lifetime, overwhelmingly at the hands of an 
intimate partner.14

I am one of  these  women. I left my first husband  because he was abu
sive. I had an education and I had a job, and unlike many other  women, at 
least I had the means to leave him and take our three  children with me. 
Unlike many other  women, I had also been brought up as a very young girl 
to believe that I deserved better and that I was strong enough to walk away. 
Even  after we  were separated, my husband kept harassing me. One night 
he came to my  house again, drunk, and banged on my door. But that day 
he did not want to leave. “I’m  going to kill you, and I’m  going to kill the 
 children!” he kept screaming. I called my  father, who was a retired police
man, and he alerted the local police station. I woke up my  children and 
pushed them through the back win dow so they could escape and hide at a 
neighbor’s  house. I went to the kitchen door to leave, but my estranged hus
band was busy breaking it to get inside. The door fell as I approached it and 
it hit me. My nose started bleeding, but I manage to run outside. Then I fell 
and broke my arm. I kept  running with a broken arm  until I reached the 
police station.

The policemen, who had been alerted by my  father, drove me back to 
the  house in a van with police dogs. By the time we got  there, my husband 
had destroyed every thing in my  house.  Every win dow,  every plate,  every 
cup was broken. By then, my neighbors had gathered around, alerted by the 
commotion, and my estranged husband was addressing them.

I  shall always remember what he then said:
“So tell me, ladies and gentlemen, is it wrong for me to feel jealousy? 

She’s  going to get remarried! I know  there is a man who wants to marry her!”
The policeman turned to me. “Is this a  family  matter?”
That was it. Within a few minutes, I went from victim to villain, and 

my abusive husband went from criminal to hero. I explained that we had 
been separated for a year, but it  didn’t  matter. We  were not officially divorced 
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yet. The police dogs and the uniformed officers got back in the van, and off 
they went. And that man who had destroyed every thing in my  house and 
threatened to kill me and my  children? He drove to the police station in his 
car to give a statement, and I was taken in the police van. Legally, he was 
still my husband, and the police would not get involved.  There was total 
disregard for my  children, then aged four to eight, who  were hiding in fear 
of being killed by their own  father. Even my own  mother kept telling me to 
reconcile with him. She could not bear the shame of a  daughter divorcing 
her husband, regardless of how abusive he was. The next day, I went to 
court to get a divorce.

That episode taught me firsthand that laws, and how they are imple
mented,  matter a  great deal. Without proper rules,  there can be no proper 
protection. All African countries except Somalia have endorsed the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, which legally binds them to protect 
 children’s rights, including all forms of sexual exploitation and abuse.15 Yet 
many countries have not yet fully translated that commitment into domes
tic laws, and  those that have often strug gle to implement  these laws, ham
strung by limited resources and poor infrastructure, as well as entrenched 
cultural practices and attitudes.

In many African countries, the law also fails to recognize the concept 
of marital rape, which goes against the widespread attitude that men are 
entitled to sex. This is how young girls are brought up, and by the time 
they reach adolescence and adulthood, they often believe this too. When 
pushing the Domestic Vio lence Bill through Parliament, we tried to in
clude it. I went to the leader of the largest opposition party in Parliament 
and made the case for the bill, asking for his party’s support. “This bill is 
good for  women, this bill is good for  children, and this bill is good for 
yourself,” I told him. “This protects every one in the  house hold.” This is 
why the bill covered “domestic” rather than “gender based” vio lence. “I  will 
support you if you take out this clause,” he told me. “ Because this is not in 
our culture. How can a  woman say no to her husband?” In the end, I had 
to drop marital rape. I cried so much over this. I cried out of frustration 
and anger. I cried out of sadness for my  sisters throughout the country. I 
cried for their  daughters, who  were growing up believing this was part of 
life and part of being married. I felt I was betraying them and betraying 
my country. But ultimately, I had a choice to make. Would I stand firm 
and see the bill fail altogether? Or would I retreat for now and push for 
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what I could? I deci ded to look at the Domestic Vio lence Bill as a first step. 
It was incomplete, but it was better than nothing at all.

Drafting laws is only a first step. All too often, entrenched cultural prac
tices, as my own experience has taught me, undermine their relevance. More 
recently, this was painfully apparent in the case of Eric Aniva, a “hyena” 
from southern Malawi. Besides being hired to have sex with newly bereaved 
 widows and  women struggling to get pregnant, “hyenas” are also “cleansing” 
young girls, some as young as five years old— failing which some kind of 
misfortune could supposedly hit their  family and village. Aniva boasted 
to the BBC that he had slept with over 100  women and young girls, whose 
relatives hired him.16 He also shared with journalists that he was HIV 
positive, a fact he had not disclosed to his “clients.” The international ex
posure created national embarrassment, and he was arrested. Yet he was 
sentenced to only two years in prison with hard  labor on charges of “harm
ful cultural practice,”  after two newly bereaved  widows he had “cleansed” 
came forward.17 How can a “hyena” get only a two year sentence for what 
he did?  Because no girl or parent came forward to testify against him.

 These beliefs and attitudes take root before girls turn 10, and inter
ventions are required to protect very young girls against vio lence and 
harmful traditions— and the beliefs and mind set that make it easier for 
them to endure  those traditions. For vio lence and harmful traditions, be
sides the harm they inflict directly on the girl child, also create additional 
obstacles to the single most power ful tool that can propel young girls on 
the path to leadership: education.
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 4

Valuing Education

Education meant every thing to my  father,  because he was denied educa
tion himself. When his  mother became widowed and remarried, her well 
todo second husband wanted nothing to do with her two sons. Although 
my  father’s  mother had another three  children and lived in town with her 
new  family, her older sons—my  father and his  brother— had to stay in the 
village.  Every morning, my  father walked seven kilo meters to go to school 
in town, walking past his  mother’s  house. And  every eve ning he walked 
back. My  father dropped out of school  after the fourth grade: no one would 
pay his school fees. Eventually, he joined the police force’s band and taught 
himself  music. I still remember him studying through the night while he 
was working.  Music grade one,  music grade two,  music grade three. He 
passed all his exams. By sheer force of  will and hard work, he got a scholar
ship to go study in the UK. When he came back, he was the only African 
teaching at the prestigious Kamuzu Acad emy in Malawi. This is how far 
he went on his own, starting from nothing.

He made sure his own  children understood the value of education. “I 
did not get an opportunity to go to school,” he used to tell us  every single 
day. “But I  will make sure you go. The education I was denied, you  will 
have.”  Every day, he pushed us. He made us listen to classical  music and 
read about Beethoven and Handel— which bored us to tears. He made us 
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read one book a day. Boy or girl, it did not  matter to him: all his  children 
would be educated and be given the same opportunity. He was an excep
tion, and his friends would mock him for sending his girls to school. “Are 
you trying to turn them into boys?” they would say. He  didn’t care. “ Don’t 
lose this opportunity,” he kept telling us. “ There are so many without it.”

Much pro gress has been achieved since I was a young girl. More Afri
can girls are getting an education than ever before. Over three quarters of 
girls of primary school age in the region now go to school, compared to just 
half in 1995.1 In countries such as Ghana, net primary school enrollment is 
above 90  percent.

The benefits of educating girls are well known: girls who stay in school 
longer typically have better earning prospects, marry  later, and have fewer 
 children. Their own  children are healthier and better educated. So girls’ 
schooling now features high on governments’ and donors’ agendas. A re
cent survey of policymakers in five developing countries, including  Kenya 
and Senegal, confirmed that education stands out as the most often cited 
priority in policies seeking to reduce the gender gap. In fact, over 8 in 
10 policymakers thought that gender equality was given a high or very high 
priority in education policy.2

So with all that pro gress and attention, why should we include educa
tion in interventions targeting girls aged 0–10?

First,  because we have not yet reached universal primary education, and 
a gender gap, although narrower, persists, particularly in sub Saharan Africa. 
In spite of rapid pro gress, net girl enrollment in primary schools in sub 
Saharan Africa still trails  behind all other regions. Across sub Saharan 
Africa,  there are still over 18 million girls of primary school age who are out 
of school—3 million more than boys the same age and a staggering 58  percent 
of the world’s total.3 About half of  these out of school girls—9 million, 
compared to 6 million boys— will never go at all, while a third  will, but late; 
another 17  percent have been schooled but dropped out.4 The inequity 
between boys’ and girls’ enrollment is wider in sub Saharan Africa than 
anywhere  else.

Second, aggregate numbers hide significant disparities, all of which 
leave poor rural girls at a disadvantage. Over three quarters of primary age 
girls in South Sudan are out of school, compared to less than 5  percent in 
Zimbabwe,  Kenya, or Gabon.5 Disparities within countries are also signifi
cant. For instance, 55  percent of  children are out of primary school in rural 
Niger, compared to 17  percent in cities. Similar disparities are recorded in 
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Guinea, Burkina Faso, and Mali, while the divide between rural and ur
ban in  Kenya, Zimbabwe, and Gabon is almost non ex is tent.6 Distance from 
school and poor education quality all weigh on rural girls, who are the most 
likely to miss out on school.

The cost of education, even when primary education is  free, still weighs 
heavi ly on access. I remember when, in 1994, Malawi’s President Muluzi 
fulfilled one of his campaign promises to make primary education  free in 
Malawi. It felt like a dream— even though the president did not give much 
thought to infrastructure, desks, books, or teachers. Yet even with primary 
education now  free in most of sub Saharan Africa, schooling often remains 
beyond the reach of the poorest, who cannot afford school uniforms, trans
port, or books.

Income level is indeed related to the widest disparities in enrollment, 
particularly for girls. In other words, wealthier families are far more likely 
than the poorest ones not only to send— and keep— their  children in school, 
but also to treat girls and boys more equally. Almost half of the poorest 
African  children are out of primary school, compared to 1 in 10 of the 
wealthiest. Nowhere is the wealth gap wider than in Nigeria, where 71  percent 
of the poorest  children are out of primary school, compared to 1  percent 
for the wealthiest. A wealthy urban child in Nigeria— boy or girl— averages 
around 10 years of schooling, while poor rural Hausa girls average less 
than six months.7

Population growth compounds the impact of poverty on young girls’ 
education. In Malawi, the average  woman has more than four  children,8 
and  children are still considered  free  labor or a source of income. When 
faced with the direct and indirect cost of sending  these  children to school, 
a choice has to be made. Can I afford to send any of my  children to school? 
And if I cannot afford to send all of them, then who am I  going to send first? 
Boys are typically favored,  because girls are expected to get married and 
have  children. So why do they need an education? This real ity prevails 
even in my own matriarchal tradition.

In addition, enrollment data fails to tell the  whole story. Even for the 
girl child who is signed up for school, the  battle is only half won. Being able 
to stay in school, show up  every day, and make the most of it is another 
challenge altogether. As discussed in earlier chapters, a girl child who is 
poor and lives in rural areas often does not eat as much or as well as her 
 brother, which affects her ability to focus and learn. She is more likely to 
face vio lence, a trauma that also affects her education. And if she must 
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clean the  house, grow food, cook for every body in the  house, look  after 
the sick or the younger  children, or do piecework to bring some money 
home, she is more likely to miss some school days. Even if she manages to 
attend, she is so tired that she is unable to make the most of her time at 
school. She also has less time to do homework.

I once invited the Japa nese ambassador to visit the Joyce Banda Foun
dation in Domasi, Zomba. He visited a  family headed by a young girl. Both 
parents had died of AIDS, and this young girl had to look  after her younger 
siblings and do every thing in the  house. She had to do piecework to feed 
her  family. She had  little to eat. Then she walked several kilo meters to go 
to school. By the time she was in class, she was so exhausted that she was 
dozing off— and the ambassador deci ded to fund the building of a hostel 
for girls. Statistically, that girl is in school. But how much of an education 
is she receiving? And how long before she drops out  because the burden of 
responsibilities weighing on her shoulders is so heavy? In West Africa, for 
instance, multiple roles have been shown to be responsible for girls failing 
to complete their formal education.9 And  house holds with many younger 
siblings have a negative effect on girls’ schooling.10 Although girls around 
the world tend to do better than boys in school, the few countries where 
girls  were found to repeat grades more than boys  are mostly in sub Saharan 
Africa.11

In addition, interventions should target girls aged 0–10  because their 
attitude  toward education is  shaped at a very young age, well before they 
reach adolescence. That attitude  will help keep them in school—or  will 
instead nudge them to walk away. And the rural girl who does not go to 
secondary school is not  going to stay in her  family home: she  will be married 
well before she turns 18— even when  there is a law against it.

She  will need a mind set that deeply values education to stay in school, 
 because challenges to education pile up as poor and rural girls grow older. 
 There are good reasons for gender interventions to target adolescents: the 
rate of out of school girls increases at the secondary level, with 36  percent 
of adolescents not enrolled in lower secondary education and 61  percent 
out of upper secondary.12 And a significant proportion of adolescent girls 
who do go to school attend primary education, often  because they started 
late.13 Some of the root  causes are the same as in primary school: the gen
der gap in enrollment between the wealthiest and the poorest widens in 
secondary education. Although most African countries offer  free primary 
education, secondary school often requires tuition. This is what cost my 
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friend Chrissie her  future. Although she was a brilliant student and had 
been selected to attend the best secondary school in the country, she 
dropped out  after one term  because her  family could not afford the six 
dollar tuition.

Distance and the poor quality of education are often more acute prob
lems at the secondary level. So is poor sanitation. A young girl who starts 
menstruating is often ashamed to go to school. She often does not know 
what is happening. She is scared, and nobody has told her what she is sup
posed to do about it. She  doesn’t have sanitary pads—or  doesn’t know that 
such a  thing exists. This is one of the many issues that her  mother is not sup
posed to discuss with her, according to tradition. So the girl is afraid she 
 will mess up her clothes and be ridiculed, and  unless she has access to a 
proper toilet or to sanitary pads, she does not want to go to school. How 
often does this happen? In Malawi, for instance, 20–25  percent of gov
ernment schools have an average of only one latrine for 150 pupils.14 One 
in 10 school age African girls are thought to not attend school during 
menstruation— about 20  percent of the school year.15

Yet even interventions successfully targeting  these external obstacles— 
from cash transfers and school feeding programs to scholarships and proper 
sanitation— while effective, cannot keep all girls in school. This suggests that 
educating girls is still too often perceived as having  little value— including 
by girls themselves. How much do such attitudes weigh on enrollment, com
pared to other  factors? We need to gather more evidence on attitudes  toward 
education of girls themselves, as well as parents, teachers, and communi
ties at large. But it is a significant obstacle, and it starts early. This is why 
interventions should start well before girls turn 10, when the seeds of such 
inequalities are planted, bearing consequences that become fully apparent 
 later in life.

Mind set starts with families and communities. How can girls be ex
pected to value their own education if their families or communities do 
not? My  father’s attitude  toward education  shaped mine from the moment 
I was born. Parents and other  family members play the deciding role in 
 whether or not  children go to school, even when it is available.16 Inspiring 
and supporting girls to go to school— much as my  father did with us—is 
essential. In fact,  women leaders interviewed by The Atlantic partly attrib
uted their drive to lead to  father figures who encouraged them to study and 
speak up.17 Much work has to be done with teachers as well: although 
many teachers claim to treat boys and girls equally, studies of rural pupils 
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in  Kenya, Malawi, and Rwanda have revealed that their attitudes are often 
biased, and their expectations low for girl students.18 A study in Uganda 
found that teachers reinforced the orientation of girls  toward women 
dominated industries.19

If families, teachers, and communities are crucial in shaping young 
girls’ ambitions and their attitude  toward education, so are role models. My 
 father would say to anyone who had gone to secondary school, “Can you 
please come home and meet my  children? They must see somebody who 
has gone to secondary.” If girls are able to see from a young age where edu
cation can take them, they are less likely to drop out. Why would young 
girls want to stay in school if all the older girls they know  don’t go, and get 
married at 15? Early marriage and pregnancy may account for 20  percent 
of dropouts— with early marriage having a larger effect than childbirth.20

Gender ste reo types blunt girls’ schooling ambitions. If  women around 
them, particularly their  mothers and aunties, are trapped in traditional 
roles of  house hold work and caregiving, this is likely to be the only  future 
they can imagine for themselves right from the start, particularly if their own 
families and communities reinforce  these ste reo typical roles. If  these roles 
have been drummed into their young minds when  these minds are the 
most malleable, it  will be difficult for them to envisage anything  else by 
the time they turn 10. In West Africa, the typical repre sen ta tion of  women 
in textbooks as  house wives, traders, and low income workers— while men 
are represented as heroes, leaders, or holding prestigious jobs— has been 
found to contribute to girls dropping out of school at high rates.21 Girls and 
 women in mathe matics textbooks in Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, and Togo 
accounted for less than 30  percent of all characters.22 The number of  women 
teachers is correlated to girls’ enrollment and achievement, particularly in 
sub Saharan Africa, in part because they are role models.23 To me, the 
most valuable legacy of my presidency is that young girls in Malawi are 
now able to imagine that they too could become a minister or head of 
state one day.

Girls also directly benefit from having  mothers who are better educated 
and better able to influence decisions within their  house hold. When  women 
contribute  toward the  family income and also have influence on how that 
income gets spent, their  daughters are more likely to go to and stay in 
school. Too often I have talked to village  women who have told me, “I  don’t 
want my child to be ignorant like me, but I  don’t know what to do  because 
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I  don’t earn any money.” Their husbands decide who  will go to school. 
 Children— particularly girls— living in  house holds headed by  women are 
more likely to be in school and to have completed grade four when com
pared with other families of the same socioeconomic conditions.24  There is 
clear evidence linking  women’s education level and school enrollment for 
their  children, particularly girls. So interventions supporting  mothers’ fi
nancial in de pen dence heavi ly influence the girl child’s ability to go to and 
stay in school, which in turn  will help her own  daughters, should she have 
any,  later in life.

 Legal instruments would also help. Mandatory education has been 
shown to improve enrollment and education achievement, particularly 
for girls.25 Yet the guideline of 12 years of compulsory education remains 
the exception rather than the rule in sub Saharan Africa, where in some 
countries, including Malawi, education is not mandatory, even at the pri
mary level (see Figure 1).  Legal requirements would nudge parents who 
do not see any value in educating their girls to send them to school 
anyway— provided, of course, that schooling is made accessible. If educa
tion is not  free, or  there  aren’t enough schools, then it cannot be made 
compulsory.

Figure 1. Duration of Compulsory Education (excluding pre-primary 

education), 2014

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS), Leaving No One  Behind: How Far on the 
Way to Universal Primary and Secondary Education?, https:// en . unesco . org / gem  report 
/ leaving  no  one  behind  how  far  way  universal  primary  and  secondary  education#, 2016.
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So mind set and attitudes are sometimes the greatest obstacles of all. 
And this mind set is  shaped before girls turn 10, even though its conse
quences might become fully apparent only  later in life, when an adolescent 
girl drops out of school. It is during their early years that girls are taught to 
become subservient and to stunt their ambitions. It is before they turn 10 
that they can be taught to believe that their sole purpose is to get married 
and bear  children, and that education has  little value in that  future. My 
husband’s older  sister used to carry her  brothers’ suitcases to the bus sta
tion when they went to school. Her  father was the very first to own a car in 
his community, and the  family could afford the tuition for her and her 
 sisters as well. Yet she deci ded not to go, unlike her other siblings. Why? 
 Because in spite of her  family’s means, she came to believe from an early 
age that her role in life would not require much education: she would get 
married and have  children, so why did she need to study? She did indeed 
get married, but she also got divorced. And while one  brother became a 
chief justice and the other a diplomat, she worked as a cleaner in a hospital 
 because she had not studied past primary school.

My fate could easily have been my village friend Chrissie’s  were it not 
for my  father, and the education he gave me.
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Joyce Banda surrounded by  children from the Joyce Banda Foundation Primary 
School in Blantyre, Malawi.
Credit: Joyce Banda Foundation

A small girl carries firewood  
in the Demo cratic Republic of 
Congo. In much of Africa, young 
girls spend several hours a week 
collecting wood.
Credit: Ollivier Girard/CIFOR/Flickr
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A young girl carries her infant  sister. In Somalia, Ethiopia, and Rwanda, more 
than half of girls aged 5–14 spend at least 14 hours a week on  house hold chores 
like collecting  water and firewood, cleaning, cooking, and looking  after siblings.
Credit: Sarah Diederich/Flickr
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Near the village of Melbana in Ethiopia, a girl hauls  water in a jerrycan strapped 
to her back. In sub Saharan Africa, a round trip to collect  water takes an average 
of 33 minutes in rural areas.
Credit: UNICEF Ethiopia/2011/Lemma/Flickr
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Child marriage is unlawful in many African countries, including Malawi, but it 
is still widespread.
Credit: Thomas Cockrem/Alamy Stock Photo

A group of girls watch their  mother prepare food in Mali. In much of rural 
Africa, boys and men eat first and best.
Credit: Jake Lyell/Almay Stock Photo
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Invest in Data and Evidence

If we are to pro gress further  toward gender equality, adding to the valu
able initiatives focusing on  women and adolescent girls by developing a 
policy agenda supporting girls aged 0–10 is critical. The previous chapters 
have made the case that gender in equality does not start at adolescence. 
African girls, particularly in rural areas, are disadvantaged from day one 
in several critical areas, from nutrition and unpaid  house hold work to sexual 
vio lence, harmful traditions, and education. Even in areas where in equality 
becomes more pronounced during adolescence or adulthood, the seeds of 
in equality are firmly planted in the minds of young girls, which become 
fertile grounds for  future discrimination. In order to level the playing field, 
we cannot afford to wait  until girls reach their teenage years.

The first step is to build solid evidence to properly mea sure that disad
vantage, clearly identify  causes, and then design and evaluate interventions 
supporting the girl child from birth. Proper qualitative and quantitative 
evidence is essential to influence policy and mobilize resources. To properly 
ascertain scale, scope, and priorities, we need data. Then, once interven
tions are in place, data and evidence are also essential to mea sure what works 
and what  doesn’t, prioritize resources, and track pro gress.

Yet  there is a dearth of data on  women and girls in general, and on 
young girls in par tic u lar. The Sustainable Development Goals include 
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53 indicators explic itly related to  women and girls. Only 15 of  these 53 are 
well defined and available.1 Evidence documenting the disadvantages that 
rural African girls experience before they turn 10 is even patchier: data 
disaggregation by age tends to group boys and girls together, and data related 
to  women and girls often fails to  either include girls aged 0–10 or to disag
gregate by age. Urban versus rural granularity adds another critical dimen
sion that is often lacking. As a result, the rural girl child becomes largely 
invisible, appearing only sporadically in statistics, while large swathes of 
her life remain in the dark.

The previous chapters have highlighted some of  these gaps. Girls’ en
rollment and work considered as child  labor, for example, are far better 
mea sured and documented than learning achievements, school attendance, 
and work such as  house hold chores. We also know that gender bias and at
titudes influence girls’ schooling, but by how much? And besides practices 
such as female genital mutilation and child marriage, we know too  little 
about sexual vio lence and harmful traditions, which often remain shrouded 
in secrecy and social taboo. What ever data is available is incomplete, un
reliable, or sporadic.

In addition, we need better tools to track resources spent on gender 
interventions. The Organisation for Economic Co Operation and Develop
ment, for instance, has introduced a Gender Equality Policy Marker that 
tracks bilateral aid spent on closing the gender gap. Yet the data are broken 
down by donor, by sector of intervention, and by recipient country, but not 
by age.2 Rigorous and systematic evaluations are also necessary to mea sure 
what works and what  doesn’t, so interventions can be improved based on 
solid evidence, and spending channeled more effectively.

In short, we need more, better, and regular data. How do we collect this 
evidence? By leveraging existing resources, harnessing innovation, and 
fostering partnerships. A lot can be achieved using existing information 
and data collection systems. Some of the data and evidence related to 
girls aged 0–10 is buried in existing databases, but needs to be mined, dis
aggregated, and analyzed. Of the data that could be mined from existing 
databases, however, few indicators apply to girls aged 0–10,3 which high
lights the need for collection. Existing data collection tools, such as  house hold 
surveys, can be improved and broadened to include information about 
young girls and eliminate gender bias. Survey questions are often tainted 
by traditional views of gender roles, work, and assumptions that  house holds 
are headed by men. Such surveys, for instance, capture 75  percent of men’s 
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economic activities, but only 30  percent of  women’s.4 Improving existing 
surveys could yield valuable information on young girls in a sustainable 
and cost effective manner. This is a first step.

Besides leveraging existing data collection, new and innovative tools 
can also be developed to collect and analyze data that capture the situation 
of young girls, their voices and attitudes, as well as the social norms that 
affect them. One such innovation is the Girl Roster, developed by the Pop
ulation Council and its partners. The tool kit targets adolescent girls, par
ticularly  those in marginalized and poor communities, to reach  those who 
are being left  behind. Carefully trained local program staff go door to 
door, asking questions about girls who live in the  house, their schooling, 
 whether they are married, and  whether they have  children. The information 
is recorded on smartphones and used to create a profile of  these girls’ lives 
and needs, and to break them down into meaningful segments.5 The most 
off track girls are then invited to join support groups to connect them with 
local ser vices and resources to assist them.6 Similar approaches could be 
used for programs targeting younger girls.

Young Lives, for instance, is the first longitudinal study of childhood 
poverty conducted in more than one developing country and covering 
multiple topics.7 The study, which has been following the same 12,000 
 children in Ethiopia, Peru, India, and Vietnam from early infancy into 
early adulthood, relies on child,  house hold, and community surveys, school 
surveys, and qualitative research conducted  every three years.

Another example of innovation is TechMousso, supported by interna
tional partners, a gender data competition in Côte d’Ivoire in which local 
tech teams propose innovative solutions to gender data challenges identi
fied by local NGOs.8 One of the winning proj ects proposed a platform to 
collect anonymous information on gender based vio lence to create a map 
of incidents that would inform public awareness campaigns.9  These kinds of 
initiatives could be harnessed to address some of the challenges related to 
collecting data on young girls.

Asking adults about young girls, however, misses out on girls’ own per
ceptions. Advancing data and evidence one step further would involve 
hearing from young girls themselves. In South Africa, for instance, the 
Girls Achieve Power (GAP) Year Program uses soccer, not only to mentor 
young girls and boys, but also to gather data directly from them.10 Similar 
initiatives could be extended to girls younger than 10, and offer safe spaces 
in which  these young girls can be encouraged to share their stories. Save 
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the  Children has launched an initiative to collect  children’s voices in sev
eral countries, which has revealed that  children feel that their voices are not 
being heard.11 And Young Lives, the longitudinal study of  children con
ducted in four developing countries, relies in part on child questionnaires 
and school surveys.12

At the same time,  doing research involving  children directly raises 
practical and ethical challenges. First, such research or evidence collection 
requires consent from both  children and caregivers. How do we ensure 
that  children provide informed consent at such a young age? In addition, 
parents, community leaders, and even local governments are often reluc
tant to facilitate such research, particularly on sensitive topics. Save the 
 Children’s Young Voices initiative has bumped up against reluctance from 
schools to allow access to their students. Some administrators wanted to 
review questions beforehand, and  others flatly refused to have any ques
tions related to school. Only when they  were assured that schools would 
not be named did some of them agree.13

Second, traditional ways of collecting data from surveys and interviews 
are not appropriate or effective in gathering information from very young 
 children themselves. Innovative tools based on play and observation need 
to be further developed. Save the  Children’s Young Voices survey, for in
stance, only targets older  children aged 12, 14, and 16.14 Even when  children 
are old enough to be interviewed, a number of  factors significantly affect 
their responses; where the interview takes place, who conducts it, and  whether 
a parent or caregiver is pres ent are likely to influence their answers.

When I was minister, I appointed two child protection officers per 
constituency, supplied them with bicycles and training, and introduced 
 Children’s Corners in some constituencies. On Saturdays, each child protec
tion officer would call all the  children in the constituency to a central place 
where they could play— and get support. In such settings, data could be 
collected in ways that are not threatening or intimidating for young  children.

A third consideration is to ensure the privacy, safety, and confidential
ity of  children. Their participation in research and evidence collection 
should not put them in harm’s way  because of the information they reveal, 
nor cause emotional distress.

The Ethical Research Involving  Children initiative—or ERIC— was cre
ated to address such concerns. A partnership among vari ous organ izations,15 
ERIC provides guidelines and practical advice on  doing research involving 
 children.16
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Beside innovation, gathering such data and evidence also relies on part
nerships. Efforts of this nature and scale require resources and access. The 
international community can support this effort by providing financial and 
technical assistance, setting standards, collating data, and sharing best 
practices, methodology, and findings. Local communities, NGOs, and tra
ditional leaders have a critical role to play in identifying gaps and facilitat
ing data collection, access, and research. In remote rural areas, where the 
authority of the state often gets significantly diluted, traditional chiefs are 
the guardians of culture and traditions, and they wield significant power. 
So do religious leaders. Who  will encourage families and local communities 
to open up? How  will young girls who have endured harmful traditional 
practices be identified? How  will the more obscure practices even be docu
mented? How  will questionnaires be drafted or alternative methods of data 
collection that are culturally appropriate and relevant be developed? This 
requires a level of local understanding and access that only trusted mem
bers of  these communities can provide.

African governments also have a crucial role to play.  There is a signifi
cant amount of re sis tance to collecting data and evidence that would ex
pose and mea sure sensitive challenges, such as sexual vio lence and harmful 
traditional practices. Re sis tance to such efforts is rooted in shame. Nobody 
wants to look bad. Yet mea sure ments, transparency, and comparisons are 
the first step in spurring change. In a diff er ent field, the  Doing Business 
survey from the World Bank, for instance, generates momentum in coun
tries keen to improve their ranking and do better than their peers. Regional 
bodies such as the African Union can be a useful starting point to bring 
African governments on board by advocating the purpose and benefits of 
such an investment in data and evidence gathering. It takes a few countries 
saying yes and leading by example to create peer pressure and nudge  others 
to follow by heaping praise on the trailblazers. The  women’s focus group at 
the Pan African Parliament is well placed to drive that effort within the 
African Union. Similarly, engaging traditional and community structures 
at the subnational level is essential. It is a huge task, but I am confident that 
it can be tackled.

Malawi’s  Human Rights Commission, for instance, conducted a study 
of cultural practices by region and was able to cata logue  these practices and 
their incidence through focus group discussions and interviews with 
randomly selected adults and youth, including traditional and religious 
leaders.17 The study, while acknowledging that some respondents  were not 
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forthcoming about some cultural practices, nonetheless managed to pro
vide qualitative and quantitative evidence that informed the Malawi Law 
Commission’s regional consultations with traditional leaders during the 
drafting of the Gender Equality Bill, which included provisions related to 
 these practices. Authorities  were then able to design a range of responses, 
from statutory regulations to negotiations with traditional leaders to modify 
practices that  were found to be harmful.

Momentum has been building at the international level to address the 
dearth of gender data, and several initiatives and partnerships have emerged. 
In 2012, the UN Foundation launched Data2X to improve gender data 
through partnerships. Data2X has now mapped data gaps, but this map
ping does not specifically target the 0–10 age group,18 and, as far as girls are 
concerned, focuses on adolescents.19 In 2016, UN  Women launched Mak
ing  Every  Woman and Girl Count, a public– private initiative to provide 
technical and financial support to countries so they can better produce and 
use gender data.20 The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is committed to 
spending half of its $80 million gender commitment  toward addressing 
the data gap and is supporting vari ous initiatives.21 Part of that commit
ment was to join forces with other international partners to create Equal 
Mea sures 2030, a partnership launched in 2017 to close the data gap in order 
to improve policymaking around gender issues. Efforts to collect rigorous 
evidence on the impact of gender interventions have also emerged, including 
What Works,22 which focuses on vio lence; the Growth and Opportunity 
for  Women (GrOW) initiative spearheaded by Canada’s International Re
search Center;23 and the World Bank’s Africa Gender Innovation Lab.24 Yet 
girls aged 0–10 have received  little, if any, attention within  these initiatives.

 These initiatives offer unpre ce dented opportunities to build a solid 
foundation supporting interventions focusing on girls from 0 to 10, and 
that age group should not be forgotten in  these efforts.

Collecting data and evidence is only half the challenge, however. Next 
is to make sure they get into the hands of  those in a position to influence 
policy, from government officials to NGOs, the media, and the public at 
large. When Equal Mea sures 2030 recently surveyed policymakers in five 
countries, it found that most  were ill informed on gender data— even when 
data  were available. When asked to estimate key mea sures such as the 
prevalence of girls getting married before turning 18, for instance, most 
admitted they did not know, or offered answers that  were far off the mark: 
only a quarter of policymakers came within 20  percent of the most re
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cently available figure.25 When asked about the proportion of  women in 
Parliament— which is 21   percent— Kenyan politicians’ estimates ranged 
from 6 to 90  percent.26

Besides advocating for better and more consistent collection, analy sis, 
and use of gender data, both quantitative and qualitative, covering vari ous 
ages and stages of girls’ and  women’s lives, Equal Mea sures 2030 intends to 
work with rights advocates, NGOs, and decision makers to influence policies 
and decisions affecting  women and girls based on improved evidence.27 
This means better disseminating and communicating the data that already 
exist and exploring collaborations to fill data gaps.

Only then  will we be able to build a more complete and accurate pic
ture of the African girl child, the challenges she  faces, and how we can level 
the playing field— from day one.
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The Weight of the Law

Collecting data and evidence informs policymaking. Aligning domestic 
laws to reflect national objectives and international commitments is an
other necessary intervention to support girls aged 0–10. Promoting gender 
equality from a very young age requires proper  legal tools and recourse.

For the most rural and vulnerable girls, laws can become a strong co
alescing point for a wide range of actors to spur positive change. A study 
estimated that the legislation banning female genital mutilation in Burkina 
Faso,  adopted in 1996, resulted in more than 237,000  women and girls be
ing spared from the practice over a 10 year period.1 In Ghana, the 1998 law 
against trokosi—or “wife of the gods,” a practice by which young girls, usu
ally 6–10 years old, are given in defi nitely as slaves to a shrine for an offense 
committed by a  family member— gave local advocacy groups and NGOs a 
tangible instrument to hold the government accountable and garner sup
port from international partners.2

Many African countries now have  legal frameworks targeting child 
 labor, gender vio lence, harmful traditions, and education. Yet  there is still 
much work to do.

First, some gaps, outdated legislation, and loopholes remain, and laws 
are sometimes too vague or inconsistent. In Malawi, for instance, the 
law sets the minimum working age at 14— younger than international 
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standards— but it does not cover domestic work, leaving many  children, 
particularly young girls, without formal protection.3 Also, international or 
constitutional obligations are often slow to be translated into domestic leg
islation. Ghana, for instance, only abolished the centuries old practice of 
trokosi in 1998, though its 1992 constitution and other international laws 
mandated the eradication of all practices of slavery.4 In addition, statutory 
laws and constitutional protections sometimes coexist with customary laws, 
and are not always consistent:5 in a number of countries, including Botswana, 
Ghana, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Lesotho, Mauritius, and Zambia,6 customary 
law need not conform to the constitution or any protection or rights it may 
contain for girls and  women.

Second, laws, while helpful, are not sufficient in themselves. Making 
sure rules translate into real ity on the ground requires multipronged in
terventions. In many African countries, including my own, child marriage, 
for example, is unlawful, yet the practice is still widespread. According to 
a recent survey, a quarter of  women reported being married before the  legal 
limit in 32 of 50 countries— a proportion much higher in some African 
countries.7 A girl who is not in school is particularly vulnerable: what is 
she  going to do? In poor families, she is often looked upon as an extra mouth 
to feed or, when dowries are practiced, a source of income.  There is no way 
she is  going to stay home  until she is 18, just  because the law says she is not 
allowed to get married. She’s still  going to be married off.

Similarly, the case of Eric Aniva, the HIV positive “hyena” who went on 
trial in Malawi  after boasting to have been paid to have sex with over 100 
 women and girls, highlighted the limits of the law. Although Malawi has 
outlawed the harmful traditional practices in which he was engaging, none 
of the young girls he had “cleansed” or their relatives came forward to tes
tify against him. In the first few years following the  legal ban of trokosi in 
Ghana, the government did not make any arrests or prosecute any offend
ers. Nor did it have a plan to rescue the estimated 4,000 trokosi slaves and 
their estimated 16,000  children from 76 shrines.8

Deeply ingrained in identity and a sense of community belonging, 
 these practices are seen as  either beneficial by  those who practice them or 
unavoidable due to peer pressure. This explains why female genital mutila
tion is practiced even in diaspora communities in the UK or the United 
States. Few  women report vio lence against themselves or their  daughters, 
often  because they are financially dependent on their husbands, are afraid 
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of them, or do not know their  legal rights.9 In some cases, they are also 
discouraged from  doing so by authority figures such as the police or reli
gious and traditional leaders, and do not know where  else to go for help. So 
how can young girls be expected to do so?

If change is to take root, particularly in rural areas, adopting new laws 
to support and protect the girl child while respecting local traditions 
cannot happen in a vacuum.  Legal reform offers opportunities to talk and 
debate, mobilize and foster partnerships. To be effective, it must go hand 
in hand with dialogue and innovation. The banning of female genital 
mutilation in Burkina Faso, for instance, followed years of advocacy by the 
government and civil society.10 Well before the law was  adopted, radio 
announcements, public awareness campaigns, and the establishment of a 
hotline to support  women and girls who  were at risk or suffered from com
plications had laid the groundwork.

Similarly, pushing the Domestic Vio lence bill through Parliament in 
Malawi required working with civil society, mobilizing  people, and secur
ing support and buyin from the top. Ahead of the vote in Parliament, we 
or ga nized a media campaign to expose the prob lem and how serious it was. 
To this day, I clearly remember one man who had chopped off his pregnant 
wife’s arms  after  she’d deci ded to leave him. “How am I  going to hold my 
baby,” the  woman kept asking me when I met her. Another  woman had had 
her eye gouged out  because she had not cooked the beans her husband had 
demanded for dinner. A third had run away  after her husband aborted 
several unborn babies he did not want—he had done the same with his 
previous two wives, who had also escaped.  These  women told their stories 
on national tele vi sion and radio. I was so determined to shed light on this 
scourge and to mobilize as many  people as I could that songs started 
circulating throughout Malawi: “ Don’t abuse your wife, Joyce Banda is 
angry.”

Working with civil society, I then or ga nized a march. Ahead of time, I 
approached the president and cabinet. We  were just three  women minis
ters back then. “Mr. President,” I said, “I have or ga nized a national march 
against gender based vio lence. It would be very good if my fellow cabinet 
ministers marched with us.” The president asked male ministers to join the 
march. We even invited the Malawi Police Band. Thousands of  people  were 
on the streets that day. At the end of the march, I inaugurated a shelter for 
abused  women. So when it was time to vote on the bill in Parliament, MPs 
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knew that  there was popu lar support  behind it, as well as support from the 
president and cabinet ministers. For several weeks, with the support of 
Oxfam and the UN Population Fund, I had also been meeting with male 
MPs to discuss the bill and why Malawi needed it. All this work contrib
uted to a national dialogue and debate. It highlighted a prob lem and why 
it was impor tant to solve it. It contributed to shifting attitudes. The same 
can be done for an agenda focusing on young girls.

Once laws are  adopted,  people must know about them. How  else would 
they know about girls’ rights and be able to take action? It takes transla
tions into local languages, visual and radio information being widely avail
able in rural communities, and awareness campaigns for girls and  women 
to know about the recourses that are available to them. Offering rights ed
ucation in schools informs young girls about what they are entitled to and 
where they can find support if they need it.

Besides information, help and support must also be accessible. It is one 
 thing to know your rights, but where are you  going to go when you need 
help? In rural areas, most  people have never seen a court of law. Courts are 
often too far, and far too intimidating. Agents who are supposed to enforce 
child  labor laws are typically short of staff and resources. My own experi
ence with my abusive first husband taught me that the police are often not 
sympathetic to  women and girls. Not much has changed: the U.S. Depart
ment of State reports that, although Malawi’s police regularly investigated 
cases of rape and sexual assault, they typically did not intervene in domes
tic disputes. Also, the police’s capacity to document cases of gender vio
lence was limited.11 A survey of young adults aged 18–24, many of whom 
had faced vio lence as  children, revealed that less than a quarter knew of a 
place to seek help against vio lence.12

Some of  these challenges can be eased through innovation and train
ing. The Population Council’s Girl Roster initiative, for instance, connects 
vulnerable adolescent girls with the support they need.13 Could the same 
be done for younger girls? In Malawi, the  Children’s Corners established 
in some constituencies allowed boys and girls not only to come and play 
safely, but also to talk or seek help if needed.

Incentives and alternatives are also essential to ensure proper implemen
tation of the law while respecting local traditions and culture. Interven
tions that facilitate girls’ education are key to combating child marriage. In 
Bangladesh, conditional financial incentives have also been effective in re
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ducing child marriage.14 Traditional practices can also be modified so they 
are no longer harmful to girls, rather than abandoned or banned altogether. 
Some traditional initiations, for instance, have been altered to substitute 
symbolic components for harmful practices on girls. In  Kenya, the Naning’oi 
Boarding School proj ect tapped into a Maasai tradition according to which 
baby girls are “booked” or promised as wives, sometimes before they are 
even born. The proj ect substituted for the economic incentives of marrying 
girls early by “booking” girls for school instead. It enrolled respected com
munity elders to offer gifts as a dowry substitute to a girl’s  father on behalf 
of the school— the “suitor”—in exchange for committing to the girl’s atten
dance at the boarding school.15 In Ghana, shrines  were offered cash and 
material incentives in exchange for trokosi slaves.16

Fostering dialogue and awareness, making a case for legislation, and 
ensuring its effective implementation all require partnerships. It starts with 
enlisting the support of civil society and traditional leaders, particularly in 
rural areas. To be effective, laws require buyin, and practices need to be 
monitored. Rather than defaulting to outright condemnation and crimi
nalization, using the existing power structures at the community level is a 
power ful way to improve the endorsement and application of laws on the 
ground. In Ghana, civil society was instrumental in rolling back trokosi: 
International Needs Ghana (ING) worked for de cades to raise public 
awareness and lobby the government to criminalize the practice, and once 
the  legal ban was in place, led rescue efforts.17

The international community also has a role to play in setting interna
tional  legal standards, sharing best practices, assisting  legal reform, and 
providing financial assistance. Commitments and campaigns at the global 
level support change on the ground. International charters and treaties 
meant to protect  children in general, and girls in par tic u lar, against 
practices that hurt them are setting standards and holding governments 
accountable for translating their international commitments into domestic 
legislation and action. The international definitions and standards on  human 
trafficking, for instance, nudged Malawi to be more proactive on combat
ing child  labor and abuse. Following the  legal ban of trokosi in Ghana in 
1998, civil society mobilized financial resources from the UN Develop
ment Fund for  Women (UNIFEM) to support rescue, rehabilitation, and 
vocational training efforts. With financial backing, the NGO that spear
headed efforts to end the practice for years was able to continue its strategy 
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of offering cash and material incentives to shrines in exchange for trokosi 
slaves.  Today, fewer than 1,200  women and  children are enslaved in Ghana, 
which, while tragic, constitutes a significant improvement.18

 Legal reform, when associated with proper supportive interventions, is 
an essential tool that contributes to leveling the playing field for the girl 
child in rural Africa before she reaches adolescence.

Central to  these supportive interventions is a change in attitudes and 
mind set in communities and  house holds.
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Shifting Mind- Sets

Gathering data and evidence, as well as adopting and enforcing  legal 
norms, can succeed in leveling the playing field only in a context of chang
ing mind sets. A fundamental shift in social norms related to girls and 
 women— their value and their role—is required if girls are to be given an 
equal chance to flourish and become leaders. How do we shift cultural 
norms and practices that harm girls and  women, while preserving cultural 
traditions and a sense of belonging and identity? How do we  counter endur
ing superstitions and community pressures?

This mind set starts with  women and girls. Yet the view of one’s potential 
and aspirations is  shaped by families and communities. To be long lasting 
and successful, interventions seeking to shift social norms must therefore 
include girls and  women, but also boys and men. They must target  house holds 
and entire communities. Encouraging girls to resist social expectations in 
a context where their entire social networks have not been included is other
wise unlikely to lead to long lasting change— and could easily backfire.1

Where do we start? Social norms and gender identities are  shaped from 
a very young age. This requires educating both boys and girls to value 
themselves and each other. It means telling them they have a right to be 
educated. This is what programs like Think Equal seek to achieve. Think 
Equal builds and delivers “an equality studies curriculum” for education 
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ministries around the world. Targeting  children from age 3, the curricu
lum seeks to break down gender ste reo types and build girls’ self confidence, 
rights awareness, and agency. In January 2017, 147 schools in 15 countries 
around the world started pi loting the Think Equal curriculum.2 In Malawi, 
my own foundation has  adopted a curriculum in the schools it runs, cen
tered on four building blocks: universal values, global understanding, ser vice 
to humanity, and excellence. All  children in the school are taught  these 
values.

Role models are also power ful agents of change. They embody what 
is pos si ble, and in so  doing, ignite the imagination of young girls around 
them. The more  women occupy leadership roles and, more generally, tran
scend restrictive identities that keep them from fulfilling their potential, the 
more they contribute to shifting expectations, social norms, and therefore 
attitudes and mind sets.  Women leaders often cite other  women who 
broke conventions as a source of early lessons in leadership who inspired 
them as  children.3

As a young girl, I used to wake up very early to go collect firewood for 
our  family on the Zomba mountain. On the way back, my friends and I al
ways rested  under a tree opposite what was then the Parliament building, 
which back then was located in Zomba. One day, as I was watching MPs go 
into the building, I spotted a lady wearing a white hat, a black and white 
suit, and white gloves walking in. I had never seen an African  woman 
dressed like that. “Who is she?” I asked. “That’s Rose Chibambo,” a passer by 
answered. She was the first— and at the time the only— female MP and cabi
net member. And I wondered: How does a  woman become an MP? How 
does a  woman become a minister? I never forgot that  woman in the white 
hat. Many Malawians did, however,  because she was forced into exile for 
almost 20 years. When she came back, I was in government, and I cam
paigned to have a street named  after her. She is mentioned in history 
books, not only in Malawi but at the African Union, for the role she played 
during the strug gle for self rule on the continent.

Creating more role models for young girls starts with the economic em
powerment of  women, particularly their  mothers. When a  woman earns 
an income or owns assets, she typically gains a stronger voice in her 
own home and in her community. She has a greater say in decisions. 
Her  children— particularly her  daughters— are likely to be better fed and 
better educated. And  these better educated girls, in turn, are likely to 
have fewer, better educated, and healthier  children.
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Adolescents can also be power ful role models and agents of change for 
their younger siblings. I met Dorothy when she was only 12 years old and 
had just lost both her parents. I arranged for her to attend the Joyce Banda 
Foundation school.  There  were two conditions: she had to study hard and 
stay committed, and when the time came, she would give back by helping 
 others. She was top of her class. She wanted to be a doctor, but she missed 
the cut by very  little. She did not let this defeat her. She attended the 
Bunda College of Agriculture and then obtained a master’s in agricultural 
economics at Uganda’s Makerere University. This one girl has already 
changed the lives of several younger girls. How? She has put all her  sisters 
through school.

Being a role model for younger girls is not limited to economics. By giv
ing  women a voice in their families and in their communities, financial 
in de pen dence can more easily lead to community leadership and po liti cal 
repre sen ta tion.  After I left my abusive first husband, I created an associa
tion to support businesswomen. Four members of this organ ization, in
cluding myself, ended up standing for office and serving as MPs, ministers 
of gender and child welfare, and, in my case, president.

This virtuous cycle of changing the real ity of girls aged 0–10 by sup
porting  women to have a stronger voice in their homes, local communi
ties, and countries relies on multiple pieces coming together. Economic 
empowerment goes hand in hand with education and access to health ser
vices and  family planning. It takes deeper root when  women are in posi
tions of leadership, even at the most local level. And this, in turn, happens 
more readily when  women are financially in de pen dent. This is why the 
Joyce Banda Foundation has  adopted a holistic approach, addressing in
come generation, youth development, education, health, and leadership.

Changing mind sets and social norms  toward gender equality— including 
equality for young girls— must also include boys and men. This is a lesson 
I learned the hard way. For African  women, getting— and staying— married 
generally provides social status and re spect. Many  women  will choose 
marriage over economic in de pen dence if  running a business and making 
money threatens that marriage. And  women’s economic in de pen dence can 
feel threatening. I remember one  woman who made and sold doughnuts— 
until her husband intentionally mixed sand with her flour to tank her 
business. When I created a  women’s business association, my message was 
“This is our time.” In 1992, disgruntled husbands vandalized my garment 
factory, which by then employed 100  people. They felt I was teaching their 
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wives bad manners. Overnight, I lost my business— and quickly changed 
my tactics. I learned that change had to be handled carefully. Men must be 
brought along, not antagonized. The way they see their own roles must shift 
as well. When my husband Richard, who has been my unwavering supporter 
throughout our happy marriage,  gently suggested to our long serving 
 house keeper that perhaps he should stop beating his wife, he almost fell 
over in shock. “You want me to be like you?!” our  house keeper retorted, 
the expression on his face a mixture of shock and contempt.

Over time, I have  adopted another approach: creating opportunities for 
 women while providing them cover. In the mid1990s, a group of  women 
from the Lunzu area came to see me. I was still executive director of the 
National Association of Business  Women. They had a prob lem. The govern
ment had provided a small lime processing fa cil i ty for the cooperative in 
their village.  Because this village was in an area of matrilineal tradition, the 
land belonged to the  women. Yet the men controlled the cooperative, and 
they controlled the income generated by the pro cessing fa cil i ty. The  women 
wanted to be members of the cooperative, and although they kept asking, 
their husbands kept refusing. What should they do?

“What hurts us most,  ma’am, is that we want to keep our husbands,” 
they said. “So the choice is for us to fight with them and they leave, or to 
continue begging to participate.  Can’t you intervene?”

“I  can’t intervene directly,” I said, “but I can help you have your own 
factory. And one day, you  shall employ  those men.”

They laughed. “How can that ever be?”
They formed their own cooperative of 35  women, and with funding 

from the Eu ro pean Union, they planned to set up another small lime 
processing factory and  were trained to run it. They also had to open bank 
accounts— even if they could only sign with their thumbprint. The men in 
the village did not care: they had their own plant and  were making money.

By the time the new fa cil i ty was up and  running, however, the men’s 
factory had broken down. They turned up at the  women’s cooperative.

“Can we run this for you?” they asked.
The  women shook their heads. “We  really need your assistance,” they 

said, “but unfortunately, our funding came with the condition that we 
must run this fa cil i ty and the accounts ourselves.”

“What about us?” the men said.
“You can still help us.”
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On opening day, the EU ambassador and I found the men in the village 
crushing stones in the mine pit. I smiled at the  women, and they nodded. 
My prediction had become real ity.  Women ran the pro cessing plant— and 
controlled the checkbook— while their husbands labored in the sun on 
their behalf.

Similarly, shifting social norms to better support young rural girls can 
happen only if framed in a way that highlights the benefits for every one. If 
boys and men are made to lose, any pro gress  will be short lived. For young 
girls,  fathers are instrumental in setting expectations and values. A study in 
Uganda, for instance, found that male role models, particularly  fathers, 
 were key in helping girls and  women transition into male dominated 
industries.4 Like many  women leaders,5 I owe much to my own  father. 
Besides drumming into us the value of education, he also taught his  daughters 
to stand up for themselves and not be cowed by traditional roles.

 Fathers play an essential role in shaping their  daughters’ mind set. Yet 
the typical village girl does not interact much with her  father. She does not 
sit with him  under the village mphala, and she hardly speaks to him. I grew 
up at a time when men did not cook, but my  father cooked. He sat with us 
and talked to us. He sent us to school and made sure we studied hard. His 
friends laughed at him, but he  didn’t care. When I was a  little girl, he 
snuck me into the State House grounds when he played for the British gov
ernor and his wife as part of the police band. We stood in the garden as the 
governor and his wife sat on the balcony, drinking tea. And I wondered 
how  people came to sit on that balcony. “You see?” he told me. “You can go 
anywhere.” Many years  later, when I became president and walked into that 
State House, I went straight to that balcony, looked down at the garden, and 
wished my  father was still alive. I am who I am  because of my  father.

Yet changes within the household—be it girls, boys,  fathers,  mothers, 
or other relatives— often require changes within communities. Mind sets 
shift far more easily in a context of critical mass, rather than in isolation. 
And to change attitudes and be hav iors within communities, Africa possesses 
a  great asset: traditional chiefs. My own experience in Malawi has taught 
me that, when we properly engage the custodians of tradition, they can 
become effective champions of change.

In many African countries, state authority gets significantly diluted in 
rural and remote areas, where traditional chiefs wield at the very least 
significant moral, and sometimes formal, authority. An Afrobarometer 
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survey in 36 African countries has also confirmed that local chiefs are 
more trusted than politicians, and traditional leaders are also perceived to 
be less corrupt than government officials and the police.6 As custodians of 
tradition, they are well placed to shift mind sets, attitudes, and be hav ior. 
And they are on the ground, pres ent in  every village, in touch with the local 
situation.

Five days  after I was inaugurated as president of Malawi in 2012, I in
vited 350 chiefs to Mount Soche  Hotel in Blantyre. “You are my fellow 
champions,” I told them. “This nation  shall be stagnant or make pro gress 
 because of you and me. We must take responsibility.” For the first time, 
traditional chiefs in Malawi  were being treated as government partners in 
improving the well being and empowerment of  women and girls. They had 
a role to play besides settling local disputes and collecting money for tradi
tional initiations. They felt valued, and they felt relevant. They became an 
essential part of the solution.

The first area we tackled together was maternal mortality. Through our 
discussions, they embraced the objective and agreed that, if more  mothers, 
 sisters, wives, and  daughters had healthier pregnancies, survived child
birth, and delivered stronger babies, every body would win. They formed a 
national committee, chaired by one of the se nior chiefs. He was given a car, so 
he could travel around the country. For the first time, a man was talking 
about maternal health and  family planning openly. He mobilized his fel
low chiefs around the country; he regularly spoke on tele vi sion and the 
radio about having fewer  children, about how “real” men should look  after 
their pregnant wives and take them to the hospital to deliver babies. In 
2013, he traveled to the African Union and to the UN in New York.

Spurred by Se nior Chief Kwataine, traditional leaders made their own 
bylaws: pregnant  women should no longer deliver in villages with traditional 
birth attendants, but in clinics. If any  woman died in childbirth in their ju
risdiction, the local chiefs would be responsible.  Women and birth atten
dants who did not comply  were fined, and if a  woman died in childbirth 
 because she had not complied, the village chief also paid a fine to the tra
ditional leader above him or her. Traditional leaders at all levels then started 
to compete with one another. Who would get the best result in their juris
diction?  Those who  were initially skeptical noticed that other chiefs  were get
ting results, and they began to change as well. Traditional birth attendants 
 were also mobilized, and their role redefined as “secret  mothers”— advising 
pregnant  women and taking them to the clinic when it was time to deliver. 
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Traditionally, anything having to do with pregnancy was shrouded in se
crecy, and  women could only talk to their  mother or mother in law about 
their pregnancy. Almost overnight, chiefs, husbands, traditional birth at
tendants,  mothers, even other men in the village became the support system 
for pregnant  women. With help from the private sector and donors, we then 
built shelters at the clinics—20 in 24 months— where  women who traveled 
from remote villages ahead of their due date could stay, waiting for  labor 
to start. Once the priorities have been articulated clearly and  these tra
ditional structures mobilized, change can happen quickly—as it did in 
maternal health. The same approach can be embraced in other areas criti
cal for young girls, such as nutrition,  labor, education, and harmful tradi
tions. Encouraged by the pro gress on maternal health, we formed other 
national committees headed by chiefs to tackle nutrition and girls’ educa
tion. My childhood friend Chrissie became a member of the education 
committee. I did not get to see the results: I was out of office before  these 
initiatives had a chance to bear fruit. Sadly,  these committees  were dis
mantled  after I left office.

Religious leaders also have a critical role to play. In some villages in 
southern Malawi, for instance, the church persuaded local chiefs to modify 
traditional initiations for girls. Local chiefs still receive payments from 
families, but the ceremony now happens in the church and has been stripped 
of the most harmful practices. Traditional healers can also be part of the 
solution if properly mobilized. This starts at the top, with the government 
deciding to engage and partner with  these traditional structures— chiefs, 
healers, and religious leaders. Once they are on board, half the  battle is won.

Engaging entire communities through partnerships among govern
ments, civil society, traditional structures, and donors produces results. In 
the 1990s, I saw firsthand how USAID’s Social Mobilization Campaign 
(SMC) in Malawi, which was initially a rather small component of the Girls’ 
Attainment in Basic Literacy and Education Program (GABLE), success
fully changed parents’ and communities’ attitudes  toward girls’ education. 
Person to person and group outreach at the grassroots level, training to 
sensitize teachers, and 156 weekly radio programs complemented the gov
ernment’s policies on secondary school scholarship and fee waivers. SMC 
strongly engaged with parents, community leaders, students, and education 
officials in identifying and modifying social attitudes and practices that 
constrained girls’ achievement in basic education. Spanning eight years, 
SMC succeeded in transforming parents’ attitudes  toward girls and their 
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education, which in turn increased young girls’ access, per sis tence, and 
success in education. The program also led to modification of initiations, a 
reduction in early marriages and pregnancies, better quality education, as 
well as increased involvement of local communities in their schools.7

One of the most successful interventions has been Tostan International’s 
Community Empowerment Program (CEP), which has shifted attitudes 
 toward female genital mutilation and child marriage in remote African 
rural villages. Between 1997 and 2015, over 7,200 rural communities in 
Djibouti, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal, and 
Somalia publicly declared they would abandon both practices following 
Tostan’s CEP intervention. An evaluation conducted 8 to 10 years  after 
 these public declarations found that over three quarters of  these commu
nities had indeed permanently ended the practices. The CEP interventions 
 were also reported to have resulted in improved conflict resolution within 
families and communities, increased participation of  women in local pol
itics, growth in community based civil society organ izations, and better 
access to health ser vices and credit.8

For 30 months, CEP brings together adolescents and adults of both gen
ders in community sessions, during which they participate in discussions 
centered on local notions of  human rights that are rooted in daily life, as well 
as in exercises and games that draw heavi ly on local cultural knowledge, 
especially proverbs, songs, and dances. The success of CEP has been cred
ited to several  factors: relying on social networks, and not just individuals 
and families, helps create a critical mass embracing change; ending harm
ful practices requires creating, and not just abandoning, norms; and social 
norms shape individual aspirations and beliefs about personal capacities.9

Other programs, such as CARE’s interventions to mitigate the effects 
of child marriage in Ethiopia and Rwanda, have successfully challenged 
social norms to improve girls’ well being. For example, CARE has deliberately 
integrated social norms theory into tools and approaches in programs. Re
search on social norms theory has increasingly been translated into prac
tice, and  these examples demonstrate that, with carefully designed local 
interventions, mind sets can be changed to support young girls.
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So what do we do? How do we make sure that rural African girls are given 
a chance to fulfill their potential and become the kind of leaders that our 
continent so badly needs? What can we all do to make sure they are not 
left  behind? If we are to gather the data and evidence we need, create and 
implement supporting legislation, and shift mind sets so families and en
tire communities come to better value and support young girls, we need 
smart partnerships. All of us have a role to play.

African Governments
Commitment starts at the top. In a context of competing priorities and 
limited resources, governments’ contribution is to (1) prioritize gender 
policies, (2) adopt a comprehensive approach that expands beyond edu
cation enrollment and health to incorporate leadership and rights, and 
(3) incorporate an agenda focusing on girls aged 0–10 within gender 
policies.

In practice:
• Actively appoint, support, and encourage competent  women lead

ers at all levels of government. This contributes to shifting not only 
policy priorities but also mind sets by creating more role models and 
broadening traditional gender roles.
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• Mobilize and allocate resources for interventions supporting girls 
aged 0–10.

• Facilitate the collection of data and evidence, including on sensitive 
topics such as harmful traditions.

• Design and evaluate policy based on reliable data and evidence.
• Enact domestic legislation in line with international treaties and com

mitments related to young girls, and tackle inconsistencies within 
the domestic  legal framework.

• Partner with civil society and traditional leaders through local gov
ernment to shift mind sets and ensure the domestication of laws.

• Adopt a school curriculum incorporating rights and leadership ed
ucation for both boys and girls. Remove gender ste reo types from 
educational material, and include positive gender roles.

Civil Society
Supporting young girls in rural areas requires a deep knowledge of local 
traditions, a presence on the ground, and work with local communities. 
Civil society is best placed to fill that role.

In practice:
• Collect evidence focusing on girls aged 0–10 to help close the data 

gap. Civil society organ izations rooted in local communities are well 
placed to collect data and evidence related to girls aged 0–10, both 
to identify issues and priorities and also to mea sure what works and 
what does not. Local knowledge and connections, particularly around 
sensitive issues, are essential to facilitate such evidence gathering.

• Inform and mobilize. What stays hidden cannot be addressed. Who
ever stays isolated carries less weight. Civil society is well placed to 
highlight harmful practices that have not received any attention, 
to inform  women and girls of their rights and practical recourses, 
or to or ga nize support and solidarity networks for  women and girls.

• Keep authorities accountable. Armed with evidence, civil society can 
influence policy decisions and push a gender agenda in general, and ac
tion supporting girls aged 0–10 in par tic u lar. Mobilization campaigns 
are effective ways to push  toward action, from enacting laws to enforcing 
them. Such pressure was essential to the adoption of the Domestic Vio
lence Act in Malawi, for instance, and to action against trokosi in Ghana.

• Work with traditional and religious authorities to provide alterna
tives to harmful practices and shift mind sets.
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International and Regional Organizations/Donors
Any domestic intervention, even when extending to the most rural areas, 
can benefit from outside support. International and regional organ izations, 
as well as donors, can do much to support young African girls.

In practice:
• Push an international agenda specifically supporting girls aged 0–10 

within gender interventions.
• Support and share best practices and training on collecting data and 

evidence on young girls, as well as legislation and programs that have 
worked elsewhere.

• Provide technical, financial, and po liti cal support to local civil soci
ety. Many African governments still consider civil society more of 
an adversary than a partner. I would never have been able to launch 
and maintain an association for businesswomen and mobilize civil 
society on behalf of  women without support from donors. Instead, 
I would most likely have been arrested.

• Promote international and regional instruments and benchmarks. 
 These promote peer pressure and competition. They also offer tools to 
help African governments meet their international and regional ob
ligations by translating their commitments into domestic action.

Individuals
Change is not the prerogative of governments and organ izations.  Whether 
from Africa or elsewhere, we all have the power to make a difference for 
young girls.

In practice:
• Become a role model for girls. Role models inspire young girls to 

dream bigger and aim higher. I never forgot Rose Chibambo. I hope 
that being Malawi’s first  woman president has inspired young girls in 
Malawi to believe that they, too, can one day become leaders in what
ever field they choose. It is never too early to become a role model. 
Any girl can become a role model for her siblings, her friends, and her 
community.

• Give back. My only request to any girl or  woman I’ve ever helped 
was: persevere and help  others. That way, helping just one girl  ripples 
to several  others—in the way that helping Dorothy  after  she’d lost 
both her parents  later changed the lives of young girls, starting with 
her younger  sisters. Helping one girl can indirectly change the lives of 
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many  others.  Women and girls who have been lucky enough to receive 
an education are in a position to help  others follow in their footsteps 
by providing financial assistance, mentorship, or inspiration. You 
 don’t have to be in Africa to change the lives of young African girls. A 
number of organ izations have leveraged technology so that anyone is 
able to directly sponsor a girl in need and establish a relationship.

• Mobilize or join existing movements. I have met extraordinary young 
girls in the United States who started initiatives to support their  sisters 
in Africa. African girls and  women such as Kakenya Ntayia, who 
underwent female genital mutilation and demanded to go to school, 
are speaking on the international stage to raise awareness about the 
plight of young girls and mobilizing for change. Kakenya has joined 
words and action: she is also helping other girls get the education 
they deserve.

We cannot afford to waste a single girl’s potential. We need all our  people. 
Africa needs all its girls. Let’s get to work and pay attention to the first 
10 years of life, so  every girl is given a chance from day one.
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